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Welcome

prepared to discuss issues, module or
option choices, or the content of the history
you choose to study.

Dr Mervyn O’Driscoll

All staff have office hours, and you should
make full use of them to assist your formal
studies; your engagement with the
programme and the community of UCC
historians is crucial to your success. Oneto-one staff-student meetings are
scheduled during office hours with staff.

It is a delight to welcome our new students
to the School of History and extend a warm
welcome back to our returning students.
This is a large, vibrant and dynamic School.
We endeavour to provide a stimulating
learning environment that rewards and
engages you.
In this brochure, you will find the details of
the diverse range of courses on offer, the
contact details for staff, and links to further
information and services.
Please remember to follow us on Facebook
and Twitter at
•

https://www.facebook.com/historyuc
c and

•

@UCCHistory.

The booklet will help you make the choices
you want and guide you through the
degree's structure and requirements.
Please make sure to contact and email
staff, or set up a meeting during Office
Hours of staff, but please stay in touch. We
are an open and welcoming School which
values each of you. Generally, all you need
to do is email the relevant colleagues or set
up a meeting with them during their
scheduled office hours and they will clarify
any issues you may have.
We have an outstanding range of
academic and administrative staff who are

Our staff are experts in their respective
fields; collectively and individually, we have
a vigorous research and publication record,
a reputation for teaching excellence and a
thorough engagement in the community
and international academic events.
We are committed to research-led teaching
based not only on the expertise of the
academics but also on providing you with
opportunities to engage directly with
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research and to become authors of your
historical projects from the first year through
to the third year dissertation.
As an undergraduate, you will also have the
opportunity to specialise in the area or
period that suits your interests most. This
brochure outlines the range offered within
the school from the Medieval, Early Modern,
Modern Irish and European to the
International. Please read further details on
the staff pages.
You will have the opportunity to practice the
craft of history through various forms of
writing and communication, from essays to
examination, reports to presentations,
discussion groups to wiki entries. You will
learn to handle archival material, digital
sources, manuscripts and visual sources,
form arguments, gather and interpret
evidence, and read and evaluate secondary
sources.
We attract a diverse range of students
within the School, from the local to global.
We welcome traditional and nontraditional students. We welcome students
in significant numbers from various
European partner universities through the
Socrates programme and a range of North
American
states
through
the
Semester/Year Abroad programme. The
cultural exchange deeply enriches the
School. Academic and administrative staff
are happy to answer any questions or
provide you with any further information you
may need. In the first instance, please get
in touch with School of History
administrator: Ms Colette Pettit, at
c.pettit@ucc.ie.

Apart from the diverse range of teaching
and learning, we also inculcate a range of
skills and attributes that will help you with
your employability.
Let me draw your attention to a couple of
essentials:
Teaching Arrangements in 2022/23
We are returning to full on-campus inperson teaching for the coming year in
compliance with the University’s position.
You will learn in classes in university lecture
halls that cover the core curriculum. The
smaller options will be delivered through
traditional lectures and seminars. General
lecture recording has been dispensed with.
Structure of the Academic Year
Semester 1:
12 September 2022 is the general
start date for the main cohort of
returning students (with the usual
alternative or early starts in some
programmes) with 12 teaching
weeks.
26 September 2022 - Start date for
first-year students (new CAO
entrants) with 11 teaching weeks.
Semester 2:
16 January 2023 - General start
date for all students with 12 teaching
weeks.
Assessments and Canvas
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All assessments will be submitted in
typewritten format online to the UCC’s
Virtual Learning Environment, Canvas.
Canvas will be a key learning and teaching
resource for you in the period ahead.
All timetables and programmes are subject
to change in line with government and
public health guidelines.
I hope you enjoy your year, studies, and
research, and I look forward to meeting you.
Dr Mervyn O’Driscoll, Aug. 2022
Mervyn.odriscoll@ucc.ie
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Why Study History?
Starting with the all-important ability to think
for yourself, the School of History trains
you to gather, sift and interpret information
and evidence to arrive at an informed and
critical understanding of the world. Learning
how to analyse available data and
interrogate different points of view are skills
vital for historians and essential for any
citizen in today’s challenging and uncertain
times. These are life and work skills that
grant you the ability to make a valuable
contribution wherever you choose - in the
academic arena, in the workplace, in the
local community or the wider world. History
is highly marketable and adaptable to the
needs contemporary world.
Business and government want our high
quality and rounded history graduates who
are adept at evaluating evidence and wide
reading. IBEC and multinationals have
repeatedly stated that broadly informed,
independent-minded and articulate history
and humanities graduates are in short
supply. They are oversupplied with narrowly
trained and overspecialised ones.
Be assured studying history repays the
investment, and it also keeps your future
career options open. Our graduates are
flexible and analytical. UCC history
graduates have a very healthy employment
record and are successful in the public and
private sectors, at home and abroad. They
are not afraid of challenges. Their drive and
dynamism ensure that many of our
graduates rise to the top in many fields
(business,
broadcasting,
government,

politics, administration, education, aid work,
consultancy, IT, diplomacy, academia, law
etc.). Their creativity and ability to handle
pressurised work environments and large
volumes of information is second to none.
Some samples of our past graduates are
highlighted at:
https://www.ucc.ie/en/history/careers/gradu
ateprofiles/
Many students want to study history
because they enjoyed this subject at
secondary school or were inspired by good
teachers or by their reading. But it is NOT a
requirement for you to have previously
studied history before becoming a student
here.
The School of History syllabus aims to
foster in all our students the highly sought
skills of a historian and to offer you access
to a broad and exciting choice of specialist
studies.
•

Our purpose is to teach a balanced
appreciation of the genesis of society
within a wide range of contexts,
whether local, regional, national or
international.

•

Our teaching uses themes and
structures, arguments, interpretations
and analyses – emphasising
comparative approaches wherever
appropriate.

•

Students learn about various types of
history – social and economic
history, modern diplomacy, political
ideologies, the history of law, art,
religion, women and government,
business and much else besides.
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•

Specialist knowledge gained by
our highly-qualified academic staff
through their research, informs our
teaching. Many of them are national
and international leaders in their
fields.

Traditional lectures are supplemented by
smaller group tutorials where students can
develop and display their analytical talents,
both in discussions and in writing.
Core modules explore broad historical
developments from medieval times to the
present with particular reference to their
European and Irish contexts. In addition,
students can choose from a variety of
specialist options which range in time
from the pre-Viking period to the present; in
place, from Europe to Asia to Africa and the
Americas; and in theme, from economic
development and international relations to
ideologies, cultures, social structures,
politics and religion.
We aim to help students to
•

be innovative and imaginative

•

take the initiative

•

work in teams

•

be evidence-led

•

be articulate and confident
communicators

These are all abilities you will be useful in
life and at work, whether as a manager,
politician, diplomat, journalist, political
commentator, administrator, academic
researcher, heritage expert, consultant,

entrepreneur, public servant or business
strategist.
In
general,
our
graduates
and
postgraduates acquire the adaptability and
flexibility of mind that is necessary to
survive and prosper.

Teaching
Teaching takes place in lectures, seminars,
case studies, and tutorials.
•

Lectures give you the foundations of
knowledge
and
guidance
in
interpretation. They cover larger
themes and historical periods.

•

Tutorials support large lecture
modules (especially cores and
survey modules). They enable you to
discuss
historical
topics
and
controversies in small groups in
ways that are not possible in large
lectures.

•

Small seminars (third year) and case
studies (second year) with lecturers
in second and third year teach you to
look closely at evidence and
arguments. They will refine your
thinking, develop your source
criticism skills and foster your
communication and debating skills.
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Awards & Prizes
The John A. Murphy Prize in Irish History
Professor John A. Murphy (1927-2022) was on
the Staff of the College for more than 30 years
and retired from the Chair of History in 1990. He
developed his subject to a position of eminence,
both nationally and internationally. To mark
Professor Murphy’s long association with UCC,
a prize fund has been instituted for the annual
award of ‘The John A. Murphy Prize in Irish
History’. The prize is awarded to the student
who receives the highest mark in the BA
dissertation on a topic in Irish History. The
award is made only to a student who attains
First Class Honours in the dissertation This
prize will be jointly awarded to Laura Shelly and
Siofra Buckley at the next School of History
prize-giving ceremony, based on outstanding
performance in the 2021-2022 academic year.
The Leanora Hanrahan Prize in History
It is presented to the student who receives the
highest mark in History in First Arts. This prize
will be jointly awarded to Aoife Kelly and Fiona
Huggard at the next prize-giving ceremony,
based on outstanding performances in the
2021-2022 academic year .
The John B. O’Brien Annual Prize in History
This is awarded to the student who receives the
highest examination result in Australian,
Economic or Local History. This prize will be
awarded to Aibhe Griffin at the next prize-giving
ceremony, based on outstanding performance
in the 2021-2022 academic year.
The James and Mary Hogan Prize in History
The prize is presented by the family and friends
of James Hogan, Professor of History at UCC
(1920 – 63), in memory of James Hogan and his
wife, Mary, who worked in UCC library. It is
awarded for the best research paper in History

in the BA Examination. The qualities sought in
this paper will be original research and
interpretation, combined with broad and mature
historical thought. This prize will be awarded to
Deborah McMullin at the next prize-giving
ceremony, based on outstanding performance
in the 2021-2022 academic year .
The Dermot Keogh Prize in Irish History
This prize will be awarded to the student of the
School of History UCC who produces the best
undergraduate dissertation or extended essay
on either Irish diplomatic history or the history of
Church-State relations in Ireland in Third Arts.
This prize will be awarded to Aimée Browne,
based on outstanding performance in the 20212022 academic year .
The Polish Ambassador Prize in Polish
History
This Prize is awarded to the student who
produces the best undergraduate dissertation in
Polish History in the Third Year Seminar This
prize will be awarded to Stephen Crowley at the
next prize-giving ceremony, based on
outstanding performance in the 2021-2022
academic year.
The Jennifer O’Reilly Prize in Medieval
History
The late Dr Jennifer O’Reilly, MRIA, FSA, taught
Medieval History in University College Cork
from 1975 to her retirement in 2008. To mark Dr
O’Reilly’s profound contribution to teaching and
research in the School of History, University
College Cork, a prize fund was instituted for the
annual award of “The Jennifer O’Reilly Prize in
Medieval History”. The prize will be awarded in
the first instance for the best BA seminar
dissertation in Medieval History. This prize will
be awarded to Nicholas Scollard at the next
prize-giving ceremony, based on outstanding
performance in the 2021-2022 academic year.
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International Relations. This year the prize will
be awarded to John Hunter at the next prizegiving for his performance in the 2021-2022
academic year.
Students of the Year (History):
I Year: Adrian Quinn
II Year: Luke O’Donoghue & Donal O’Connell
III Year: Deborah McMullin
IV Year (BA INT.): Ciara Gimblett

Group picture of the prize recipients with the donors
of the prizes, various members of the History staff,
and the guest speaker, Professor Emeritus Tom
Dunne, at the School of History Annual Prizegiving
Ceremony, June 2022. Prizes were awarded for
outstanding achievement in the 2020-2021
academic year. The ceremony had to be postponed
due to the pandemic.

The J.J. Lee History Prize
This prize, in honour of Professor Joe Lee,
former Head of History at UCC, is awarded on
an
occasional
basis
for
outstanding
performance by a single-honours History
student (awarded overall First Class Honours).
Alternatively, it may be awarded on the same
basis to the highest-ranked Major Honours
student achieving an overall First Class Honour
or to the Joint Honours student with the most
First Class Honours in Third Arts as appropriate.
This prize will be awarded to Nicholas Scollard
at the next School of History prize-giving
ceremony for his outstanding performance in
the 2021-2022 academic year.
The Geoff Roberts Prize in International
History
The prize is awarded to the final year
undergraduate student who is deemed to have
written the best dissertation, special project or
long essay on a topic in International History or

These are prizes for the best overall
performance by a History student in each of the
three years. Similar awards are offered for
European Studies and History of Art students,
though the prize recipients have yet to be
decided.
Students of the Year (European Studies)
I Year: TBC
II Year: TBC
III Year: TBC
IV Year: TBC
Students of the Year (History of Art)
I Year: TBC
II Year: TBC
III Year: TBC

Dr Mervyn O’Driscoll presenting the History Student
of the Year (Year I) Prize to Leah Mulcahy at the
prize-giving ceremony, June 2022.
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Michael and Tom O’Reilly presenting the Jennifer
O’Reilly Prize in Medieval History to Richard Keyes
McDonnell at the prize-giving ceremony, June 2022

Sarah Cremin receiving the James and Mary
Hogan Prize from Fr Edmund Hogan at the prizegiving ceremony, June 2022

Eileen Murphy presenting the John A. Murphy Prize
in Irish History to Martin Kinirons at the prize-giving
ceremony, June 2022

Dr Mervyn O’Driscoll presenting the J.J.Lee History
Prize to Olan Daly at the prize-giving ceremony,
June 2022

The Polish Ambassador to Ireland, Anna
Sochanska, presenting the Polish History
Prize to Fabrizio Sforza at the prize-giving, June
2022

Dr Mervyn O’Driscoll presenting the Dermot Keogh
Prize in Irish History to Nicola Carroll at the prizegiving ceremony, June 2022.
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First Year
Coordinating Team:
Dr Diarmuid Scully - d.scully@ucc.ie
and
Dr Donal Ó Drisceoil – d.odriscoll@ucc.ie
1st Year Timetable + Useful Information:
https://www.ucc.ie/en/history/undergraduat
e/firstyearhistory/

develop the practical (and highly
transferable
skills
of
retrieving
information, analysing evidence and
communicating findings, both orally and in
writing). No prior experience of having
studied history is necessary.
Structure
The 1st year acts as a foundation,
introducing students to the skills and
techniques of historical research. There are
two lectures a week in the first core module
(HI1002) in Semester 1 and two a week in
the second core module (HI1003) in
Semester 2. Students are also required to
select an option (such as HI1005, HI1006,
etc.) from either Semester 1 or Semester 2.
The classes are divided into small
discussion-based tutorials which meet
regularly. Arrangements for these tutorials
are made at the beginning of each
Semester and lists of times, places and
groups are posted on School notice boards
and Canvas.
In Semester 1 (September) all students
take one compulsory course: HI1002
Modern Ireland: Culture, Politics and
Society
In Semester 2 (January) all students take
one compulsory course: HI1003: East and
West: The Origins of European Identity

US Navy aircraft dropping bombs on Hokadate,
Japan, in July 1945

The First Arts programme consists of
lectures on aspects of the early and modern
history of Europe and America, and of
Ireland in particular. It aims to help students

Students must also choose one of the
following five options:
HI1005 Pilgrims & Crusaders (Sem 1); or
HI1006 US History since 1865 (Sem 2); or
HI1007 Anti-Semitism in Europe from the
Middle Ages to the Holocaust (Sem 1); or
HI1012 Women in Europe since 1800 (Sem
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2), or HI1013 The British Empire and the
Making of our Globalised World (Sem 2).
Semester 1
For Semester 1 you must take:
HI1002 The Making of Modern Ireland
Dr Donal O Drisceoil
The module acts as a foundation level
course, introducing students to the overall
developments of modern Irish history, from
the 1850s to the 1990s.
Plus you must choose one option. You can
select this from either Semester 1 or
Semester 2.
The following are the options on offer in
Semester 1:
Semester 2
HI1005 Pilgrims and Crusaders
Dr Malgorzata Krasnodebska - D'Aughton
The module acts as an introduction to the
skills and techniques of historical research
in medieval history, in particular in culture
contact and identity formation.
HI1007 Anti-Semitism in Europe from the
Middle Ages to the Holocaust
Dr Detmar Klein
The module acts as a foundation level
course, introducing students to the skills
and techniques of historical research in
general and of the historiography of antiSemitism in particular.

For Semester 2 you must take:
HI1003 The East and West: The Origins
of European Identity
Dr Damian Bracken
The module acts as a foundation level
course, introducing students to the skills
and techniques of historical research in
general, with particular reference to
medieval Europe.
Plus you must choose one of the following three
options if you have not already selected HI1012
or HI1013 in Semester 1:

HI1006 US History since 1865
Prof. David Ryan, Dr Sarah Thelen and Dr
John Borgonovo
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US History since 1865 will provide first year
students with an introduction to the key
events, ideas, and movements that shaped
US history from the years 1865 to 2008. It
will explore the relationships between
culture and politics, foreign and domestic
policies, and how the United States
interacted with the world around it. This
course will move from an examination of
post-Civil War Reconstruction and the
socioeconomic
transformations
of
westward expansion and industrialisation,
to the transition from isolationism to superpower from World War I to the Cold War, to
consider the 'unipolar moment' when, after
the collapse of the Soviet Union, the US
seemingly stood alone in the world in terms
of its power and prestige. Key areas:
Reconstruction;
industrialization;
immigration; expansion and Empire; World
War II, the Cold War and the emergence of
a superpower; the struggle for Civil Rights;
dissent and protest movements; the postCold War world: the unipolar moment and
the debate over American decline.
HI1012 Women in Europe since 1800
Dr Maeve O’Riordan
An introduction to the key movements that
impacted on the history of women on the
European continent since 1800. Students
will examine the life-cycle of women across
different time periods, geographical areas
and social classes to develop an
understanding of the factors impacting on
the female experience. Topics will include:
industrialisation, women and war, women
and
modernisation,
education,

reproduction, employment, representation
of women and feminism.
HI1013 The British Empire and the
Making of our Globalised World
Dr Jay Roszman & Mr John O’Donovan
Pundits and politicians often say we live in
an age of 'globalisation' – a time when
modern technologies have made the world
a much smaller place allowing people,
goods, and ideas to circulate the globe in
new ways. This module questions whether
'globalisation' is a new phenomenon or
simply the latest manifestation of a much
longer historical process. To explore this
question, we will study the history of the
British Empire, traversing five continents
pondering the ways British and Irish
administrators, business people, colonial
emigrants, and native peoples welcomed,
negotiated, and resisted the expansion and
maintenance of the Empire.
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Examinations and Assessments
HI1002: 1 x 2,000 word essay to be
submitted on a date prescribed by the
School: 50 marks; 1 x 2,000-word
document study to be submitted on a date
prescribed by the School: 50 marks
HI1003: 1½ hr exam in Summer 2023: 60;
marks; 1 x 2,000 word essay to be
submitted on a date prescribed by the
School: 40 marks
HI1005: 1½ hr exam in Winter 2022: 60
marks; 1 x 2,000-word essay to be
submitted on a date prescribed by the
School: 40 marks
HI1006: 1 x 2,500 word essay to be
submitted on a date prescribed by the
School: 60 marks; 1 x 1,500 word reflection
on 'major problem' in US history: 20 marks;
1 x 750 word review of 'published scholarly
work': 10 marks; attendance & participation:
10 marks
HI1007: 48hr online Take-Home-Exam: 70
marks; 1 x 1,500-word essay to be
submitted on a date prescribed by the
School: 30 marks
HI1012: 1 x 2,500 word essay to be
submitted on a date prescribed by the
School: 60 marks; 1 x online quiz; 20
marks; 1 x group project: 20 marks. The
assignments should be submitted on a
date prescribed by the School.
HI1013: 1 x 2,000-word essay to be
submitted on a date prescribed the School:
50 marks; 1 x 500-word document analysis
of a scholarly article: 15 marks; 1 x 1,500word essay on a historical novel: 35 marks.

Essays must be submitted on a date
prescribed by the School.
Intending History Teachers
If you are thinking of a second-level teaching
career in history, you should consult the
Teaching Council of Ireland website to ensure
that the degree path you choose fulfils the
requirements to teach History in Irish schools.

Students are required to attain a minimum of
40% in each module in First Year. Students who
do not achieve this mark may repeat the
examination in the autumn. The maximum mark
obtainable in this examination is 40%. A pass
mark in any element of Continuous Assessment
is carried forward to the autumn. Any failed or
non-submitted essays, as prescribed by the
School, must be submitted on a date prescribed
by the School.

Penalties (for late submission of Course/
Project Work etc.):
Where work is submitted up to and including 7
days late, 10% of the total marks available shall
be deducted from the mark achieved. Where
work is submitted up to and including 14 days
late, 20% of the total marks available shall be
deducted from the mark achieved. Work
submitted 15 days late or more shall be assigned
a mark of zero. A penalty exemption scheme is in
operation. Please see UCC History’s website for
details and documentation.
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Second Year
Coordinating Team:
Dr Jason Harris j.harris@ucc.ie
and
Prof Lindsey Earner-Byrne
lindsey.earner@ucc.ie
2nd Year Timetable + Useful Information:
https://www.ucc.ie/en/history/undergraduat
e/secondyearhistory/

The Second Arts programme builds on the
foundations laid in the First Arts course.
The core survey modules provide a broad
framework to study the Early Modern and
Modern periods. All students, except those
taking 10 credits, must choose core HI2110
Sex, Gender and Power in History (Semester
1) and either HI2103 Europe, Ireland and the
Wider World II or HI2108 From Reformation
to Enlightenment: Europe, Ireland and the
Wider World I (Semester 2). NOTE: HI2103
& HI2108 can be taken as an option also if the
other is selected as a core. For further details
on credit selection, please see page 16.
The Case Study in Research Skills
(HI2105), which all single, major, joint
honours and minor (10 credits) students must
complete in Semester 1, focuses on historical
methodology and is designed to foster
essential research skills.
There is an excellent range of choice open to
Second Year students in terms of how you
choose to mix History and your other subject,
with the option of taking 10, 20, 30, 40 or 50
Credits of History. History students going for
the 40 and 50 Credit choice have the
opportunity to pursue a five-credit supervised
Project (HI2104).
Submission Dates:
HI2110: 1 x 800 word assignment to be
submitted on by 3.00pm, Monday 10
October 2022; 1 x 800 word assignment to
be submitted by 3.00pm Friday, 4
November 2022; 1 x 2000 word essay to be
submitted by 3.00 pm on Friday, 6 January
2023.

Harry Clarke depiction of St Patrick, St. Michael’s
Church, Ballinasloe, 1925

HI2105: Critique to be submitted by 3.00 pm
on Wednesday, 7 December 2022.
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HI2103 & HI2108: mid-term assignment to
be submitted by 3.00 pm on Wednesday 1st
March 2023.
HI2104: Project to be submitted by 3.00 pm
on Friday, 10th March 2023.
1st Semester Options: mid-term
assignment to be submitted by 3.00 pm on
Friday, 21 October 2022. Final essay to
be submitted by 3.00 pm on Wednesday, 7
December 2022.
2nd Semester Options: mid-term
assignment to be submitted by 3.00 pm on
Friday, 24th February 2023. Long essay to
be submitted by 3.00 pm on Thursday,6th
April 2023.
Single Subject
Students take 50 credits as follows:
HI2104, HI2105, HI2110 (5 credits per
module)
plus either HI2103 or HI2108 (5 credits)
plus 30 credits from:
HI2003, HI2014, HI2017, HI2022, HI2025,
HI2031, HI2036, HI2038, HI2041, HI2044,
HI2045, HI2046, HI2047, HI2048, HI2049,
HI2050, HI2051, HI2052, HI2053, HI2103,
HI2108
(5 credits per module)
Major Subject
Students take 40 credits as follows:
HI2104, HI2105, HI2110 (5 credits per
module)
plus either HI2103 or HI2108 (5 credits)
plus 20 credits from:
HI2003, HI2014, HI2017, HI2022, HI2025,
HI2031, HI2036, HI2038, HI2041, HI2044,
HI2045, HI2046, HI2047, HI2048, HI2049,
HI2050, HI2051, HI2052, HI2053, HI2103,
HI2108 (5 credits per module)

Joint Subject
Students take 30 History Credits:
HI2105, HI2110 (5 credits per module)
plus either HI2103 or HI2108 (5 credits)
plus 15 credits from:
HI2003, HI2014, HI2017, HI2022, HI2025,
HI2031, HI2036, HI2038, HI2041, HI2044,
HI2045, HI2046, HI2047, HI2048, HI2049,
HI2050, HI2051, HI2052, HI2053, HI2103,
HI2108 (5 credits per module)
BEd (Hons) (Sports Studies and Physical
Education)
Students take 25 credits as follows:
HI2110 (5 credits per module)
plus either HI2103 or HI2108 (5 credits)
plus 15 credits from:
HI2003, HI2014, HI2017, HI2022, HI2025,
HI2036, HI2038, HI2044, HI2045, HI2046,
HI2047, HI2048, HI2049, HI2051, HI2103,
HI2108 (5 credits per module).
Minor Subject
Students take 20 History Credits
HI2110 (5 credits)
plus either HI2103 or HI2108 (5 credits)
plus 10 credits from:
HI2003, HI2014, HI2017, HI2022, HI2025,
HI2031, HI2036, HI2038, HI2041, HI2044,
HI2045, HI2046, HI2047, HI2048, HI2049,
HI2050, HI2051, HI2052, HI2053, HI2103,
HI2108 (5 credits per module)
HI2104 is a supervised Special
Research Project of 5,000 words
HI2105 Case Studies in Research
Skills is examined by assessment
and oral presentation.
Students taking 10 History Credits:
HI2105 (5 credits)
plus 5 credits from:
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HI2003, HI2014, HI2017, HI2022,
HI2025, HI2031, HI2036, HI2038,
HI2041, HI2044, HI2045, HI2046,
HI2047, HI2048, HI2049, HI2050,
HI2051, HI2052, HI2053 (5 credits per
module)

Required Courses
HI2110 Sex, Gender and Power in
History (Semester 1)
(Prof Lindsey Earner-Byrne)
The module explores three themes
(gender, family, power) over the
longue durée from the medieval to the
modern period andfrom both European
and non-European perspectives. In the
first section we focus on sex and
gender, providing an overview of
theevolution of these ideas across
time. In the second section we analyse
the family as an organising concept
that served different purposes at
various historicaljunctures and to
which notions of sex and gender are
central. In the final section, we explore
ideas of power in relation to
sex,gender and the family, asking big
questions about the meaning and
deployment of power in history.
(Examined by 1x800 word written
exercise (20 Marks); 1x800 word
written exercise (20 Marks); 1x2000
word essay (60 Marks) – all to be
submitted on dates prescribed by the
School).

HI2103 The long nineteenth century:
Europe, Ireland and the Wider World
II (Semester 2)
(Dr Andrew McCarthy & Dr Detmar
Klein)
The course will survey the major
developments in modern history from
the American and French Revolutions
through the major changes in politics
and society in the Nineteenth Century.
(Examined by In-class Test - 48-Hour
take-home-exam
(THE)
to
be
submitted on a date prescribed by the
School (70 Marks); 1 x 2,000-word
essay to be submitted on a date
prescribed by the School (30 marks)).
HI2108
From
Reformation
to
Enlightenment: Europe, Ireland and
the Wider World (Semester 2)
(Dr David Edwards & Dr Hiram
Morgan)
The course surveys the major
developments in the history of Europe
and the European world from the
Reformation
to
the
Age
of
Enlightenment, and places Irish history
within this broader context. It discusses
the emergence of confessionalised
states at a time of mounting royal
absolutism, as well as the growing
global impact of Europe's overseas
empires
before
concluding
by
examining the new intellectual and
cultural currents of the Enlightenment.
(Examined by 1½ hr exam in Summer
2023: 80 marks; 1 x 1,500-word essay
to be submitted on a date prescribed by
the School: 20 marks.)
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Case Study Allocation
Student numbers in each of the case
studies are limited. Places are allocated on
the basis of the best fit between student
preferences and the number of available
slots, except that students with 1st class
History Honours from First Year may be
given preference. Some ex quota places
may be reserved for visiting students.
The following is a list of the Case Studies to
be offered in 2022-23.
HI2105 Case Studies in Research Skills
(Semester 1)
Students are assigned to a small group for
intensive tuition in historical sources and
methods. Courses consist of the close study
of a major book or books and/or of the work
of a major historian, and/or a set of sources.
Writing and presentational skills are taught
through detailed study of historical writings
and sources. Use of evidence is taught
through analysis of historical source
criticism. Historiographical perspective is
developed through locating the historian(s)/
book(s)/sources
in
their
full
historiographical context. This course is
assessed by a presentation: 20 marks and
a 3,000-word critique: 80 marks. It is
obligatory to (a) attend at least two-thirds of
scheduled case study classes and (b) give
an oral presentation to the class on the
case-study. Both of these requirements are
a pre-requisite for the marking of the
critique. Students who fail to fulfil either of
these requirements will be required to
repeat the assessment in the autumn with
their overall mark capped at 40%.

Dr Jérôme aan de Wiel: The Stasi Files;
East Germany's secret police
This case-study focuses on Anthony
Glees’ book, The Stasi Files, published in
2003 and which generated some
controversy. The research methodology
and the findings of this historian regarding
the Stasi are analysed in detail. Parallel to
that a study of the Stasi and its activities is
offered notably by showing short DVDs on
Stasi operations, techniques and
approaches, and the issue of keeping files
of a former totalitarian state and releasing
them to researchers and members of the
public. Primary sources such as the Stasi
file of an East German student provided by
the BStU (the archive of the former Stasi in
Berlin) are examined.
Prof. Lindsey Earner-Byrne: Lucy Delap,
Feminisms: A Global History (Chicago
Press, 2020
This case study focuses on Lucy Delap’s
Feminisms: A Global History. Published in
2020, this book is clearly informed by recent
debates regarding decolonising society,
culture and education. Delap aims to
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decentre feminism by considering it in a
global sense and the result is a rich and
complex rethinking of feminism and the way
in which ideas circulate and are historicised.
In this case study we will examine Delap’s
aims, how she realises her goals and how
effective her book is in recentring feminism.
We will also consider some of the main
issues raised in the book in relation to
gender inequality and its relationship to
racism, a Western bias in defining feminism,
and ways of thinking about history itself.
Dr Detmar Klein: Being Jewish in Nazi
Germany: the Diaries of Victor
Klemperer
The Klemperer diaries give a fascinating
and moving insight into daily life in Nazi
Germany and into the world of thoughts and
emotions of a German-Jewish university
professor (and his ‘Aryan’ wife) in Dresden
who survived the Holocaust. The course
covers the diary entries from early 1933
until the end of 1941.
Dr Jason Harris: Boyer and Nissenbaum,
Salem Possessed: The Social Origins of
Witchcraft (Harvard, 1974)
The witch trials that took place in New
England in 1692 were dramatic, puzzling,
and tragic. They have also resulted in over
three centuries of debate that has helped to
shape how the history of such events is
written. In this case study, we will examine
the most influential modern account of the
trials, written at the height of new
experiments in radical social history in the
wake of the student uprisings of 1968. We
will dig into the trial records and other
contemporary sources in order to examine

how the authors built their analysis, and we
will look at how subsequent scholars have
questioned key parts of their argument.
Dr Hiram Morgan: The Great O'Neill:
changing perspectives on the career of
Hugh O'Neill, earl of Tyrone (1550-1616).
This case-study uses a mix of literary and
documentary sources to explore the
different phases of O'Neill's life. These
include his relationship with and revolt
against the English crown, his military
successes and defeat at Kinsale, his
development of faith and fatherland
nationalism, his involvement in the Flight of
the Earls, his exile and death in Rome and
his place in Irish history overall.
Dr Andrew McCarthy: Deborah Lipstadt¸
Denying the Holocaust: The Growing
Assault on Truth and Memory
This study focuses on Deborah E. Lipstadt,
Denying the Holocaust: the growing assault
on truth and memory and Richard J. Evans,
Lying about Hitler. It examines the
controversy following the publication of
Lipstadt's work, engaging with the law suit
initiated by David Irving and the fallout from
the verdict in that case.
Other works considered are Daniel
Goldhagen's Hitler's Willing Executioners
and A Moral Reckoning, with further reading
arising from the controversies in these
works. The study will also examine texts on
the role of Pope Pius XII and the
controversies surrounding his pontifacy.
Mr Rory O’Dwyer: Diarmuid Ferriter,
Judging Dev: a reassessment of the life
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and legacy of Eamon de Valera (RIA,
Dublin, 2007)
This case study will involve a close study of
a relatively recent and popular study of the
life and legacy of Éamon de Valera.
Students will assist in locating the book, the
subject and the author in historiographical
context. In this process various aspects of
writing and presentational skills, use of
evidence and historical source criticism will
be discussed.
Dr Diarmuid Scully: LGBT Identities in
Modern Ireland: Sources, Contexts,
Interpretations
The study of LGBT Irish identities is an
emergent research area with huge potential
for historians. Modern Ireland has seen
many transformations, but few as dramatic
as the change in the perception and status
of LGBT people. Our sources include
activists’ testimonies and LGBT rights
promotional materials, media reports,
personal
accounts
and
creative
productions. We will locate these sources in
their historical contexts and examine how and to what extent – Irish LGBT issues have
been analysed by historians. Among the
topics for module discussion: accessing and
interpreting the LGBT past; representations
of LGBT identities in the media and the arts;
narrating and interpreting the LGBT rights
struggle in Ireland.
Dr Andy Bielenberg: Peter Hart, The IRA
and
its
enemies,
violence
and
community in Cork 1916-1923 (Oxford
University Press, 1998)

This book was first published in 1998 in the
aftermath of the Northern conflict. Although
it received a number of glowing reviews
from the historical establishment, it
subsequently became one of the most
controversial
works
within
Irish
historiography. This case study critically
examines the approach, methodology,
structure and conclusions of the book, also
exploring the reception of the book in
academic and public.
Dr Maeve O’Riordan: Researching the
Big House and its people.
Terence Dooley’s Decline of the Big House:
A Study of Irish Landed Families, 18601960 is still the leading work on the landed
class in Ireland, nearly twenty years after it
was first published. This case study will
carry out an in-depth analysis of this work
and expose students to the skills needed to
research the ascendancy class in Ireland
through hands-on work with primary
sources. Historical perspective will be
developed by locating this work in its
historiographical
context;
from
the
sympathetic memoirs to the popular
memorialisation of Big Houses in popular
culture during the twenty-first century. This
case study would be of especial value to
anyone interested in the social history of
Ireland during the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries and to those interested
in the place of the country house in Ireland
today.
Dr David Edwards: Corruption and
government in Early Modern Ireland - the
rise of Richard Boyle, 1588-1616
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According to his Memoir, Richard Boyle
arrived in Ireland in the summer of 1588
with less than thirty pounds in cash, some
flashy clothes and a jewelled ring. In the
final years of his life, circa 1641, he was
reputed the richest subject of the Crown in
Ireland, England and Scotland, with an
annual rental income of many thousands of
pounds drawn from his estates spread
across sixteen Irish counties, as well as
other industrial and commercial revenues.
What his memoir does not address, though,
is how he made his first fortune, in the
1590s and early 1600s, as a middle ranking
government official taking bribes and lining
his pockets in Dublin and Munster. Nor does
it address the number of times he was
arrested and jailed for his activities, or
provide a plausible explanation for how he
wriggled free of his accusers and went on to
create a private landed empire. This case
study will examine what historians have
discovered about the extent of corruption in
Irish government at the time Boyle
commenced his career and how he and
others transitioned from late Elizabethan
backroom clerks and officers to Early Stuart
dynasts and governors.
Dr Hiram Morgan: The journeys of
Albrecht Durer.
This is a case-study of the visits made by
the famous German artist Albrecht Dürer
(1471-1528) from his home town in
Nuremberg to Italy (1506-07) and the
Netherlands (1520-21). Examining his
letters and famous Low Countries Journal,
it will place his work in the midst of the
social, economic and cultural upheavals

attending the Renaissance, Reformation
and Print Revolution.
Jesse Harrington (Postdoc Saints in the
Age of Strongbow: St Malachy of
Armagh and St Laurence of Dublin.
This case study explores writings about
saints in medieval Ireland immediately
before and after Strongbow’s Norman
invasion of Ireland in 1169; the events by
which Ireland was dramatically opened to
the world of kings and popes in England,
France, and Italy; and how war, politics,
religion, and society transformed how saints
were imagined and celebrated by the
Christian Church. It will follow the only two
twelfth-century Irish churchmen to be given
biographies
by
their
European
contemporaries: St. Malachy of Armagh, the
Irish Church’s most transformative leader
since St. Patrick, and St. Laurence O’Toole,
uncle to Strongbow and Aoife and central
powerbroker and peacemaker of the
invasion.
Oisín Wall (Postdoc): Mary Rogan,
Prison Policy in Ireland: Politics, Penal
Welfarism and Political Imprisonment
(Routledge: 2011)
In 2011 Mary Rogan’s Prison Policy in
Ireland offered the first detailed history of
prisons in post-independence Ireland. It
established a clear and coherent narrative
about the development of the Irish prison
system and, in doing so, it shaped the
subsequent debates in twentieth century
prison history. In this case study we will
examine how this narrative was formed and
supported; explore the historical debates
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that it built on and contributed to; and ask
how we can complicate and challenge its
approach and conclusions. To do this we
will use an array or primary sources from
newspaper articles and court documents to
the letters of prisoner activists and
interviews with people who spent time in
prison.
Registration of Case Studies (HI2105)
Case Study and Module Registration forms
will be handed out in the first lecture of the
core survey module HI2110 (Sex, Gender
and Power in History) and the process of
registration process explained. That lecture
occurs in BOOLE_2 from 2 - 3 pm on
Tuesday, 13 September 2022. You must
register your choice of case studies and
options by completing the form and
returning it to 5 Perrott Avenue, College
Road from 10am to 3pm, Thursday, 15
September 2022.

Options
Options are designed to give students an
opportunity to look in depth at different
facets of social, cultural, and political history
over a period by focusing on various
aspects already introduced in the core
survey courses:
•

Joint honours students choose three

•

Single honours students choose six

•

Major students choose four 10-credit

•

Minor students choose one

•

Students taking 20 credits choose
two

Second Year Options 2022-2023
HI2003 Culture and Power: Renaissance
Intellectual History 1450-1650 (Sem 2)
Dr Hiram Morgan
This module seeks a deeper insight into the
Renaissance and Reformation period by
looking at examples of art, literature,
architecture, music and science. Topics
include: the iconography of piety; the new
information technology of printing (which
facilitated not only diffusion of knowledge
but
also
questioning
of
received
knowledge); new learning and new
theologies; the similarities in the Protestant
and Catholic Reformations (attacking
popular culture, enforcing social control,
domesticating women); the consolidation of
anciens regimes.
(Examined by 1½ hr exam in Summer 2023:
80 marks; 1,500 mid-term assessment to be
submitted on a date prescribed by the
School: 20 marks)
HI2014 Women in Early Modern Europe
1500-1800 (Sem 2)
Dr Jason Harris
This module will examine aspects of the
lives of women of all classes in the context
of major socioeconomic, political and
cultural changes of the early modern period
in Europe. Particular attention will be paid to
key areas such as work, marriage,
childbirth, education and changing notions
of the 'ideal woman'.
(Examined by 1 x 500 word writing
assignment (20 marks); 1 x 1,500 word
essay: 30 marks; 1 x 2,000 word essay: 50
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marks; all to be submitted on dates
prescribed by the School)

time, and the implications of
relationships for modern Ireland.

HI2017 From Ireland to China: Travelling
with Maps in the Middle Ages (Sem 2)
Dr Diarmuid Scully

(Examined by 1½ hr exam in Summer 2023:
80
marks;
Writing
a
History
/Broadcast/Historical 1,500-word Book
Review: 20 marks; to be submitted on a
date prescribed by the School)

This course examines real and imagined
places, landscapes, seascapes, peoples,
religions, monsters and animals in Medieval
texts and images. It explores maps,
ethnographical and travel texts concerning
Ireland, Europe, the Near and the Far East,
alongside Western ideas about worldgeography up to and including Christopher
Columbus, and looks at description and
speculation concerning remote and
unknown places and their inhabitants. It will
also focus on Western ideas of 'the Other',
and encounters between Christianity, Islam,
Judaism and Buddhism. The course will
further consider eschatological and afterlife
geography in the Medieval imagination.
(Examined by 1½ hr exam in Summer 2023:
70 marks; 1 x 2,000-word essay to be
submitted on a date prescribed by the
School: 30 marks)
HI2022 The History of the Media in
Ireland (Sem 2)
Dr Finola Doyle-O’Neill
This module explores the history of the print
media, the development of local radio and
the evolution of a national television station.
This module will develop an analysis of the
relationships of these different media with
the political and social institutions of our

these

HI2025 The Vikings (Sem 1)
Mr John Ware
The general history of the Vikings outside
their
Scandinavian
homeland
and
especially their activities in the West; the
impact of the Vikings on Britain and Ireland;
the political and economic results of that
impact, and the consequence of cultural
interaction between the Vikings and their
hosts, especially in the later Viking period.
(Examined by 1½ hr exam Winter 2022:80
marks; 1 x 1,500-word essay: 20 marks; to
be submitted on a date prescribed by the
School)
HI2031 Ireland and Rome: History,
Culture and Contact 1650 (Sem 1 & 2)
Dr Damian Bracken
Using textual and visual sources and a
study-visit to the city itself, this course will
investigate the key elements and turning
points in Rome's history as a cultural,
political and spiritual world-capital. It will
examine Rome's impact on the wider world
and in particular consider its relationship
with Ireland.
(Examined by 1x3000-word essay to be
completed by a date prescribed by the
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School: 50 marks; Oral in situ presentation
on study tour: 50 marks).

submitted on a date prescribed by the
School: 20 marks)

HI2036 Sport and Society in Modern
Ireland (Sem 2)
Mr Gabriel Doherty

HI2041 US Foreign Policy and the Cold
War, 1943-1991 (Sem 2)
Dr David Ryan

This module investigates the evolution of
sporting practices and organisations in
Ireland from the second half of the
nineteenth century to date. It focusses in
particular (but not exclusively) on the major
sporting codes on the island, with special
emphasis upon their structures of
governance, evolution in playing styles, and
their social, political, cultural and economic
ethos, placing these developments within
the context of wider changes in Irish society.
(Examined by 1½ hr exam in Summer 2023:
80 marks; mid-term assessment to be
submitted on a date prescribed by the
School: 20 marks)
HI2038 The Tudors and Ireland (Sem 2)
Dr David Edwards
This module examines the various ways in
which the Tudor monarchs attempted to
incorporate Ireland into a more centralised
English state, experimenting with strategies
of aristocratic 'self rule', administrative
reform, colonisation, military occupation,
and conquest. Special emphasis will be
placed on Ireland as a security problem in
English foreign policy, and how this was
exacerbated first by ethnic and cultural
differences (English Vs Gaelic) and later by
religious discord (Protestant Vs Catholic).
(Examined by 1½ hr exam in Summer 2023:
80 marks; 1,500-word essay to be

The module will examine the formation of
US foreign policy from the origins of the
Cold War through to the fall of the Berlin
Wall and the collapse of the Soviet Union. It
will examine the division of Europe and the
superpower diplomacy that attended the
bipolar configuration of power. It will also
examine the formation of alliances from the
Rio Pact, NATO and SEATO. It will study
the evolution of the Cold War from the
European centre out towards the Third
World. Hence regional wars and conflicts
such as the Korean War, Guatemala and
Iran, the Vietnam Wars, Central American
and Middle Eastern conflicts will be
investigated. The superpower crises such
as the Cuban Missile Crisis and others will
be studied in the context of the significant
global changes of the late twentieth century.
Finally, the period of détente, superpower
summitry and the end of the Cold War will
be studied.
(Examined by 1 x 3,000 word essay to be
submitted on a date specified by the School:
70 marks; 1 x 2,000 source or document
analysis: 30 marks)
HI2044 Crime and Media in Ireland (Sem
2)
Dr Finola Doyle-O’Neill
Newspaper reportage of crime-' if it bleedsit leads-: the broadcast media and emotive
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reporting; the role of the Garda Press
Office; the history of the Criminal Assets
Bureau: US and Irish TV Crime dramas;
Missing Persons reportage; Media portrayal
of the female offender; Media ownership
and white collar/blue collar crime.; the rise
of the crime correspondent in both the print
and broadcast media.
(Examined by 1½ hr exam in Summer 2023:
80 marks; 1,500-word assignment to be
submitted on a date prescribed by the
lecturer: 20 marks)
HI2045
Crime,
Violence,
and
Revolutionary Ireland, 1913-1925 (Sem
2)
Dr John Borgonovo
Ireland experienced a judiciary and policing
vacuum during the revolutionary period.
This course examines the collapse of the
British police and court systems, and
attempts by the IRA and Irish Free State to
replace them. Different manifestations of
the breakdown of law and order will be
studied, such as land seizures, rural
terrorism, sectarian violence, armed
robberies, labour strife, sexual violence,
and urban crime. These developments will
be placed in their social, political, and
economic contexts. The participation of
policing authorities and armed forces in
such 'lawlessness' will also be considered,
as will the violent and non-violent responses
to the legal vacuum by state actors and
elements of civil society.
(Examined by 1 x 1,500-word essay: 30
marks; 3,000-word essay: 70 marks; both

essays to be submitted on dates prescribed
by the School)
HI2046 Policing and Popular Justice in
Ire- land, 1803-1940 (Sem 2)
Dr John Borgonovo
This course investigates community
policing by state and non-state forces in
both pre and post-independence Ireland.
Government policing is compared with
different forms of 'people's justice' visible
during the same period. These include
agrarianism, vigilantism, boycotts and other
violent and non-violent expressions.
(Examined by 1 x 1,500-word essay: 30
marks; 3,000-word essay: 70 marks; both
essays to be submitted on dates prescribed
by the School)
HI2047 Hitler, Nazism and the Holocaust
(Sem 1)
Dr Detmar Klein
This course looks at Hitler's and National
Socialism's ideology and explores its
practical implications in the Third Reich,
notably the persecution of the Jews and the
Holocaust. It introduces the students to
some of the relevant debates in this context.
(Examined by 1 x 1,500-word essay: 40
marks; 2,500-word essay: 60 marks; both
essays to be submitted on dates prescribed
by the School)
HI2048 1989 Revolutions: Poland and
East Central Europe - Transition to
Democracy (Sem 2)
Dr Bozena Cierlik
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The module will examine the process of
transition from communism to democracy in
East Central Europe and the global
significance of the 1989 revolutions. It will
provide analysis of the core issues that
shaped the region's politics: regime change,
creation of civil society, economic reforms
and the changing nature of the postcommunist system. It will study different
paths to democracy using case studies of
Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary and
Yugoslavia. It will invite reflection on the
nature of politics in ECE and the future of
liberal values at the end of the 20th century.
It will look at a long-term impact of this
transformation – emigration and local
communities

48-hr Take Home Exam: 40 Marks; all to be
submitted on dates prescribed by the
School)

(Examined by 1 x 3,000 word essay: 70
marks; 1 x 1,500 word document analysis:
30 marks; both to be submitted on dates
prescribed by the School)

(Examined by 1 x 2,000 word essay: 60
marks; 1 x group project (comprised of
group project and individual piece): 40
marks; all to be submitted on a date
prescribed by the School)

HI2049 The Great Famine: its Making,
Meaning and Memory (Sem 1)
Dr Jay Roszman
Arguably, no events had a greater impact
on Irish history than the Great Famine. This
module explores the social and economic
conditions that led to famine, the way the
Famine unfolded in Ireland, state and
individual responses to the crisis, the
experience of eviction and emigration, and
the way the Famine's memory shaped Irish
identity and nationalism in the latter half of
the nineteenth century.
(Examined by 1 x 1,250-word Primary
Source Analysis: 25 Marks; 4 x 500 word
reading responses: 35 Marks;

HI2050 History of the family: Ireland and
the World, 1800-1937 (Sem 2)
Dr Maeve O'Riordan
Second-year students will engage with the
theory and practice of personal history. The
course spans the period from the Act of
Union up to the 1937 constitution, but is
more concerned with the personal than the
political. Topics will include: the life-cycle,
the state and the family, and the history of
emotions. The Irish experience will be
placed in the context of global history.

HI2051 The First World War, 1914-1918;
Politics, culture & society (Sem 1)
Dr Jérôme Aan De Wiel
This course looks at the First World War
and explores a variety of angles to convey
a mature comprehension of a conflict that
radically changed the course of the
twentieth century, the effects of which are
still felt today. It introduces the students to
some of the ongoing historiographical
debates.
(Examined by 1½ hr exam in Winter 2022:
70 marks; 1 x 2,000-word essay to be
submitted on a date prescribed by the
School of History: 30 marks)
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HI2052 Irish Economic and Social
History during the Union (Sem 2)
Dr Andy Bielenberg
This module broadly traces social and
economic change in Ireland during the
period of the Union. Themes examined
include the decline of landlordism and the
rise of the middle class, the labour
movement, diet, the British Army, religion,
print culture, the fishing industry, the turf
economy, emigration and marriage, the
transport revolution, poverty, industrial
development, war and revolution: 19141922.
(Examined by 1½ hr exam in Summer 2023:
80 marks; 1,500-word assignment to be
submitted on a date prescribed by the
lecturer: 20 marks)
HI2053 Gender and Sexuality in Ireland,
1870s-1990s (Sem 1)
Prof Lindsey Earner-Byrne
This module explores the role of gender,
sexuality and the family in Ireland from the
1870s to the 1970s with a particular focus
on how gender roles, sexual expression and
regulation, and family power evolved during
the period. It will examine the evolution of
men's and women's role in the family and
society, including the impact of changing
social and economic realities, welfare
ideologies, moral imperatives and political
activism. A particular focus will be placed on
the everyday of gender experience using
various primary sources, such as letters,

diaries, memoirs, commissions of inquiry,
photographs and newspapers.
(Examined by 1 x 1,500 word document
analysis: 20 marks; 1 x 2,500 word essay
end of semester: 80 marks; both to be
submitted on dates prescribed by the
School.)
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HI2104: Special Research Project
All second-year Single-honours and 40-credit Major
students must complete a 5,000-word, supervised
project, worth 5 credits. You may choose your
supervisor from among History staff, subject to
availability, suitability and a maximum number of
projects per supervisor.
You will select your topic in consultation with your
supervisor. Written approval of the title by the
supervisor will be required before the project can be
marked. Students will maintain regular contact with
their supervisor when doing their research project.
Dr Andrew McCarthy (a.mccarthy@ucc.ie) will
coordinate arrangements for HI2104 via Canvas and
email. He will pre-record a Panopto video for Canvas
explaining the Special Research Project and how to
progress it. That will be in the Canvas Module from
early September. From 1 to 2 pm on Wednesday,
28th September 2022, C_Elect_L1 there will be an
advisory session with Questions and Answers. It will
cover much of the same ground as the introductory
video, with opportunity for students to raise
questions.
One-to-One MS Teams Meetings can be facilitated
by arrangement for students who cannot attend
Campus.
Your project title, duly approved by your supervisor,
must be registered online with the Senior Executive
Assistant, 5 Perrott Avenue, College Road, before
3.00 pm, Friday, 14th October 2022. You will submit
a draft of the project to your supervisor (via email and
Canvas/Turnitin) by 3.00 pm, Friday, 27th January
2023, and arrange to meet for formal feedback. Your
completed project will be submitted in typescript to
Canvas before 3.00 pm, Friday, 10th March 2023.

PX3001
PROFESSIONAL WORK
EXPERIENCE
PX3001 is an accredited professional
work experience module that allows
CACSSS students to explore and
develop their career interests.
This optional module can be taken in
any year of your undergraduate
degree, prior to the second
semester of your final year.
Preparatory training is provided,
including advice and guidance on CV
writing and interview skills
workshops. Students that successfully
complete PX3001 will have an extra 5
credits awarded to them as a diploma
supplement outside of their
degree. Participating in and
completing PX3001 will mean that you
will be better prepared for the
transition to the workplace when you
graduate your degree.
For further information, please contact
the PX3001 Manager, Amy Mc
Mullan: amy.mcmullan@ucc.ie
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Third Year
Coordinating Team:
Dr Andrew Bielenberg
a.bielenberg@ucc.ie and Dr John
Borgonovo j.borgonovo@ucc.ie
3rd Year Timetable + Useful
Information:
https://www.ucc.ie/en/history/undergradua
te/thirdyearhistory/

The Third Year programme is designed to
bring students’ historical understanding,
knowledge and skills to a higher level,
building on the foundations laid in First and
Second Year.
The core course, HI3001 Historical
Debate, is taken by all Single, Major, Joint
and 20-credit students. Following a
critique of the nature of historical debate,
this module will examine a number of
major debates, relating mainly, but not
necessarily exclusively, to Irish and
international history. This is examined by
1½ hr exam in Winter 2021: 80 marks;
1,500-word essay to be submitted on a
date prescribed by the School of History:
20 marks.
The Seminar, HI3200, offers students the
opportunity to undertake a significant
piece of research and writing in the context
of skill-based, small-group learning.
The wide range of Options available gives
you the freedom to shape your final year’s
work to suit your individual interests.
NOTE: All third-year Single-honours and
40-credit Major students must complete
HI3302 Special Research Project.
Submission Dates:
HI3001: mid-term assignment to be
submitted by 3.00 pm on Friday, 28
October 2022

Dublin tenement residents, 1901

1st Semester Options: mid-term
assignment to be submitted by 3.00 pm
on Friday, 21 October 2022; long essay
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to be submitted by 3.00 pm on
Wednesday, 7th December 2022.
HI3302: project to be submitted by 3.00
pm on Friday, 10th March 2023.
2nd Semester Options: mid-term
assignment to be submitted by 3.00 pm
Friday 24th February 2023; long essay
to be submitted 3.00 pm Thursday, 6th
April 2023.
HI3200: Draft seminar dissertations to be
emailed to relevant lecturer by 3.00 pm
on Monday 20th March 2023; Seminar
dissertation to be submitted online to
Canvas by 3.00 pm on Wednesday 26th
April 2023.
Single Subject
Students take 50 credits as follows:
HI3001, HI3302 (5 credits) HI3200 (10
credits)
plus 30 credits from:
HI2046, HI3024, HI3028, HI3043,
HI3044, HI3045, HI3052, HI3082,
HI3095, HI3116, HI3120, HI3122, HI3125,
HI3127, HI3128, HI3129, HI3135, HI3136,
ES4027, ES4029 (5 credits per module).
Three modules must be taken from those in
Semester 1 and three modules from those in
Semester 2. Semesters for modules are indicated
below.

Note: Students who took HI2046 in
Second Year cannot select the same
module(s) in Third Year.
Major Subject:

Students take 40 credits as follows:
HI3001, HI3302 (5 credits), HI3200 (10
credits)
plus 20 credits from:
HI2046, HI3024, HI3028, HI3043, HI3044,
HI3045, HI3052, HI3082, HI3095, HI3116,
HI3120, HI3122, HI3125, HI3127, HI3128,
HI3129, HI3135, HI3136, ES4027,
ES4029 (5 credits per module).
At least one module must be taken from those in
Semester 1 and at least one module from those in
Semester 2. Semesters for modules are indicated
below.

Note: Students who took HI2046 in
Second Year cannot select the same
module(s) in Third Year.
Joint Subject:
Students take 30 credits as follows:
HI3001 (5 credits), HI3200 (10 credits)
plus 15 credits from:
HI2046, HI3024, HI3028, HI3043, HI3044,
HI3045, HI3052, HI3082, HI3095, HI3116,
HI3120, HI3122, HI3125, HI3127, HI3128,
HI3129, HI3135, HI3136, ES4027,
ES4029 (5 credits per module).
At least one module must be taken from those in
Semester 1 and at least one module from those in
Semester 2. Semesters for modules are indicated
below.

Note: Students who took HI2046 in
Second Year cannot select the same
module(s) in Third Year.
Minor Subject
Students take 20 credits as follows:
HI3001 (5 credits), HI3200 (10 credits)
plus 5 credits from:
HI2046, HI3024, HI3028, HI3043, HI3044,
HI3045, HI3052, HI3082, HI3095, HI3116,
HI3120, HI3122, HI3125, HI3127, HI3128,
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HI3129, HI3135, HI3136, ES4027,
ES4029 (5 credits per module).
Note: Students who took HI2046 in
Second Year cannot select the same
module(s) in Third Year.
Students take 10 credits from:
HI2046, HI3024, HI3028, HI3043, HI3044,
HI3045, HI3052, HI3082, HI3095, HI3116,
HI3120, HI3122, HI3125, HI3127, HI3128,
HI3129, HI3135, HI3136, ES4027,
ES4029 (5 credits per module).
Note: Students who took HI2046 in
Second Year cannot select the same
module(s) in Third Year.
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HI3200 Seminars
All Single, Major, Joint, and 20-credit
students must take one seminar from
those on offer. The topics of the seminars
are described below and the 8,000-word
dissertation to be presented must be
related to the subjects discussed in the
seminars. The choice of subject for the
dissertation must be made with the
agreement of the relevant lecturer(s).
Assessment is by an in-class oral
presentation and your dissertation It is
obligatory to (a) attend at least two-thirds
of scheduled seminar classes and (b) give
an oral presentation to the class on the
research
project.
Both
of
these
requirements are a pre-requisite for the
submission and marking of the seminar
dissertation. Students who fail to fulfil
either of these requirements will be
required to repeat the assessment in the
autumn with their overall mark capped at
40%. If you are contemplating undertaking
postgraduate research, the result awarded
for this seminar module will be deemed
especially important when deciding your
suitability
for
admission
to
any
postgraduate programme or research
work.
Seminar Allocation
Student numbers in each of the seminars
are limited, with equal numbers in each.
Places are allocated on the basis of the
best fit between student preferences and
the number of avail- able slots, although
single honours students and those with 1st
class History honours from Second Year

will be given priority, where possible. Some
ex quota places may be reserved for
visiting students in at least the third year of
their degree. Seminar and Module
Registration forms will be handed out in the
first lecture of the core survey module
HI3001 (Historical Debate) and the
process of registration explained. That
lecture occurs in BOOLE_2 from 11 am to
12 noon on Tuesday, 13 September 2022.
You must register your choice of seminars
and options by completing the form and
returning it to 5 Perrott Avenue, College
Road 10am - 3pm on Thursday, 15
September 2022.
Seminar Assessment
The student must make an in-class oral
presentation and complete and present an
8,000-word, typewritten dissertation on a
research topic that has been agreed in
advance with the relevant lecturer. It is
obligatory to (a) attend at least two-thirds
of scheduled seminar classes and (b) give
an oral presentation to the class on the
research
project.
Both
of
these
requirements are a pre-requisite for the
marking of the seminar dissertation. 20%
of the final mark is awarded for
participation in the seminar. 80% of the
final mark is awarded for the dissertation.
A draft version of the dissertation must be
emailed to your seminar lecturer(s) by 3.00
pm on Monday 20th March 2023. The final
date for the submission of dissertations is
before 3.00 pm Wednesday 26th April
2023.
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Seminar Topics, 2022-23
Pen, Paper and Politics: Cartoons and
Caricature in Britain, 1789-1945
Prof Chris Williams
From the late eighteenth century, the
development of print media accessible to a
popular audience, alongside the rise of
widespread engagement with issues of
representation, democracy and patriotism,
revolutionised
politically
focused
caricature in Britain. From 1789 until the
end of the Second World War, via media
including woodcuts, offprints, pamphlets,
prints, magazines and newspapers,
political messages were communicated
visually to an ever-larger public. Political
cartooning became a regular presence in
the editorial commentary offered by
newspapers, and, from the late Victorian
era onwards, prominent politicians
engaged in a dialectical relationship with
their most renowned portrayers. This
course examines the history of political
cartooning in Britain by focusing on key
cartoonists and critical episodes and
issues in British political history. It engages
with a wide range of conceptual and
comparative literature and accesses
repositories of cartoons available digitally.
Students will work directly with original
images
in
developing
their
own
interpretations of the interrelationship of
political cartooning and political discourse
in modern Britain.
The British Cabinet and the Irish
struggle for independence, 1918-1922
Mr Gabriel Doherty

This seminar examines, using original
Cabinet documents, the policy of the
British Government towards Ireland from
the general election of December 1918 to
the formal establishment of the Irish Free
State in December 1922. It will examine
the evolution of that policy in all its aspects,
with particular reference to a number of
themes, including the formulation and
implementation of the 1920 Government of
Ireland Act and relations with the
Government
of
Northern
Ireland
established by the provisions of same, its
military actions during the War of
Independence (covering such matters as,
amongst others, the creation and
deployment of the Black and Tans and
Auxiliaries, the policy of official reprisals,
and the recourse to martial law over much
of the country), its response to the
development of a ‘counter state’ under the
auspices of Dáil Éireann, the decision to
enter into negotiations with Irish
republicans in the Summer of 1921, the
signing of the Anglo-Irish Treaty in
December 1922, and its response to the
decline into, and outbreak of, civil war in
1922.
Sex and Gender in Renaissance Italy
Dr Jason Harris
It seems that everywhere one looks in
fifteenth and sixteenth century Italy there
are references to sex – from rumours of
incest and orgies at the Vatican to wild
fantasies of sex with witches and demons;
from sermons and court trials aimed at
eradicating ‘sodomy’ to art and literature
that seems to challenge gender norms and
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articulate a great variety of sexual tastes.
Why do sex and gender feature so
prominently in renaissance sources? How
much do these sources tell us about what
was really going on in people’s private
lives? In this module we will examine how
classical humanists fought a culture war
with religious reformers over the social
roles of men and women, over the moral
value of sex and pleasure, and over the
freedom to depict the body and human
nature in diverse and challenging ways.
Students will therefore use a wide array of
different kinds of primary source material
to explore how sex, gender and sexuality
were understood and represented in
renaissance Italy, and how this developed
over time in response to underlying social
and religious changes.
God’s Playground or the World’s
Headache? History of Poland from 1918
Dr Bozena Cierlik
The aim of this seminar is to explore social,
economic, cultural, institutional, military,
personal and dynamic political factors
which are pertinent to understand history
of modern Poland.
For much of the modern history Poles
asked themselves how Poland could be
restored to its former independent
condition and more importantly what kind
of country Poland ought to be. The first
question was answered by the outcome of
WWI and WWII but the second question
still remains. The seminar will examine
Poland’s political transformation from the
time of the re-emergence of the
independent state in 1918, through to the

Second World War, the communist period
and the transition to pluralism. It will
discuss the role of external influences and
of foreign powers in this process. A
selection of primary sources as well as
visual material will be used to explore
different themes in Polish history.
Health and Politics in Independent
Ireland
Dr Andrew McCarthy
This seminar will examine aspects of
medicine and politics in Ireland from
Independence until the 1980s, with the
emergence of the HSE as an epilogue.
The focus is on the evolution of structures
and institutions of public health, examining
the development of the public health
apparatus, its branches in local, regional
and national development. The initial
approach will centre on a chronological
overview of the evolution of services,
followed by a thematic focus on general
areas of funding, preventive services and
mental health, engaging with wide-ranging
issues in public and private controversies
concerning matters such as epidemics and
immunization. The seminar will be based
on a mixture of primary and secondary
materials. It will be driven by general and
specialized secondary readings (many of
which will be in Canvas) and will draw on a
variety of primary materials, ranging from
official reports – such as Chief Medical
Officer Reports, Mental Health Reports,
Hospital Reports, Departmental of Health
Reports (many in UCC holdings) – public
and private holdings, print media, primary
legislation and parliamentary debates to
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examine issues at local, regional and
national level.
The Irish Diaspora in Comparative
Perspective
Mr Rory O’Dwyer
Irish emigration to the USA, Britain and the
British Empire will be considered from the
perspective of social, economic, political,
and cultural history. The causes and
consequences of emigration will be
examined in an Irish context and in each of
the major destination countries.
There will be a focus on various topics,
such as newspapers and the diaspora,
Famine emigration, the industrial migrant
experience, Irish missionary activity, the
military tradition, sport and the diaspora
etc. The Irish emigrant experience in other
lesser known destinations will also be
explored where there is good research
potential. Students will be encouraged to
avail of the excellent resources for a
diaspora study within the Special
Collections Library in UCC, along with
other valuable archival centres and on-line
resources. The period mainly covered in
the course will be the nineteenth and
twentieth
centuries.
Confirmed
for
2019/2020
US Foreign Policy and War after 9/11:
Context,
Conflict,
Consequences,
(2001-2021)
Prof David Ryan
The seminar will examine the terrorist
attacks on the United States and its foreign
policy response in context, drawing on the

history of US engagement in the Middle
East and reactions to it. Predominantly, it
will examine the US interventions in
Afghanistan and Iraq under the George W.
Bush and Barack Obama administrations
amongst the context of other Middle
Easterns wars. The seminar will examine
the consequences for the peoples and
countries of the region as well as for the
United States and the making of US
foreign policy.
Radical Politics in Twentieth-Century
Ireland
Dr Donal Ó Drisceoil
This seminar examines a variety of radical
political ideas, movements and individuals
that have challenged the status quo in
Ireland, from the radical ferment of the first
decades of the century to the conservative
consensus of the 1990s. As well as
addressing core questions - such as the
reasons for the failure of the Irish left, the
conservativism of Irish political culture, and
the persistence of militant republicanism –
it will also explore the often colourful
history of radical groups and currents from
across the political spectrum.
Land-owners and law-makers’: Land
and Irish Nationalism During the Long
Nineteenth Century
Dr Jay Roszman
Outside the GPO on Easter Monday 1916,
Pádraig Pearse boldly declared ‘the right
of the people of Ireland to the ownership of
Ireland’ to uninterested onlookers. Pearse
and his fellow revolutionaries claimed the
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right to ownership of Ireland based on the
sacrifice of past generations who asserted
‘their right to national freedom’, often with
violence. This seminar traces the
development of Irish nationalism across
the nineteenth century, its inherent tension
between constitutionalism and violence,
and its relationship to land ownership.
Focussing specifically on issues related to
the control over land, the seminar will
explore how Irish men and women
understood what constituted the Irish
nation and the means by which to achieve
it. The following will be explored: agrarian
secret societies; O’Connell and Young
Ireland’s campaign for Repeal; the tenant
rights
movement;
land
ownership
legislation in Parliament; the Land Wars;
the Ranch Wars; and nationalism and land
ownership in the lead up to the Revolution.

Murder and Intrigue
century Ireland
Dr David Edwards

War and Revolution in Cork 1914-1923
Dr Andy Bielenberg

LGBT Pride: Visibility, Protests, and
Celebrations from Stonewall to the
2020s
Dr Diarmuid Scully

This course will examine the revolutionary
events of these years specifically in
County Cork, focusing in particular on the
significant historiography which has
developed around the topic, from Tom
Barry’s biographical account of the War of
Independence to more recent works by
Peter Hart and John Borgonovo. The First
World War, the War of Independence and
the Civil War collectively reshaped Irish
society. This case study of one county will
have an inter- disciplinary focus and will
utilise perspectives from local history,
social history, economic history, military
history and political history.

in

Sixteenth-

Historical research is all about detective
work. This seminar investigates the history
of Later Medieval Ireland (1350 to 1610)
through a series of mysteries that have
troubled historians for a long time.
Examining episodes of assassination and
massacre, forgery and theft, it will
challenge students to solve the puzzles by
scrutinising the surviving documentary
evidence. In the process, the seminar will
reveal much about the political and social
realities of 15th century and 16th century
Ireland, as the case studies touch upon a
wide range of issues - from sex and family
life to class and status, from crime and
punishment to warfare and diplomacy.

This seminar examines the ways in which
LGBT people have challenged cultures of
silence and shame, and celebrated their
identities and sexuality from the 1960s to
the present day. It connects the Irish LGBT
experience with the US and UK in
particular. Beginning with New York’s
Stonewall riots or uprising (1969), the
seminar explores the ways in which LGBT
people resisted oppression and sought to
create safe and joyous spaces for
themselves in society. The seminar will
explore the role and impact of visual
images and symbols (Pride flags and
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ephemera, photographs, art-works) and
parades,
marches,
demonstrations,
festivals and exhibitions.
Women, Society and Class in Ireland,
1850’s to 1980’s
Prof Lindsey Earner-Byrne & Dr Maeve
O’Riordan
This seminar explores the experiences of
women across a period of great social and
political change in Ireland, during which
time their opportunities for participating in
public life increased and altered markedly.
We will explore how ideology, including
class, race and gender, influenced that
change. Through a series of case-studies
relevant to women, society and class, this
seminar prepares students to design,
develop and write their own thesis. This
will be complemented by an approach
which stresses the lived experience
through a diverse range of primary source
material from official sources/commissions
to letters, diaries, photographs and
newspapers. This seminar should appeal
especially to those interested in
understanding the history of gender
ideology and its implications for the
position of women in Irish society today.
Ireland and the beginnings of Europe
Dr Damian Bracken
The coming of literacy and Christianity
brought Ireland into contact with the
civilisation of the Mediterranean world. The
new learning was rapidly internalised, and
resulted in a highly creative literary culture.
Through it, we can look into Ireland’s

remote past, how the early Irish formed
and expressed their identity, into their
values and standards, their attitudes to
women and how society should be
ordered, and how they viewed the natural
world. The seminar examines examples of
early Irish vernacular and Latin law, saints’
lives, ‘scientific’ works, and the writings of
Columbanus
whose
career
best
exemplifies the impact of Irish learning on
the Continent.
Registration of Seminars:
Seminar and Module Registration forms
will be handed out in the first lecture of the
core survey module HI3001 (Historical
Debate) and the process of registration
explained. That lecture occurs in
BOOLE_2 from 11 am to 12 noon on
Tuesday, 13 September 2022. You must
register your choice of seminars and
options by completing the form and
returning it to 5 Perrott Avenue, College
Road 10am - 3pm on Thursday, 15
September 2022.

Third Year Options
The Rules
The options on offer for 2021/2022 are
listed below. Some are taken in Semester
1 and some in Semester 2. There are
conditions regulating students’ choice of
options, i.e. the number of options you
must choose in each Semester.
Single honours students take six
options, three options must be taken in
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Semester 1, three options from Semester
2.
Major honours students take four
options, at least one option must be taken
in Semester 1 and at least one option in
Semester 2.
Joint honours students take three
options, at least one option must be taken
in each Semester.
20-credit students take one option.
10-credit students take two options.

Availability of Options: Not all options
listed in the College Calendar may be
available in any given year. Please check
carefully the detailed lists for 2021/2022
below
and
any
subsequent
announcements posted on departmental
notice boards.
Option Timing: All options are taught
within a single semester. Semester 1
begins in September and Semester 2
begins in January. The listing below tells
you when each option begins.

It is vital that students be aware of these
rules before making and registering their
choices.
Students should also ensure their choice
of options is accurately registered on the
MyStudentAdmin portal before Friday,
23rd September 2022.
Check the
Confirmation of Registration screen to
ensure that your registration is correct.
Option Assessment Requirements
There are varying methods of assessment
of each module. Please ensure to read the
details.

Semester One: Autumn Options September 2022
HI3024 Northern Ireland (Sem 1)
Mr Gabriel Doherty
This module deals with the history of
Northern Ireland from its foundation to the
present day. It is designed to introduce
students to the principal areas of debate
regarding developments within the area,
focusing on the social and economic as
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well as the political and religious
dimensions of the region's history.
(Examined by 1 x 1,500 word book review:
20 marks; 1 x 4,000 word essay: 80 marks;
both to be submitted on dates prescribed
by the School.)
HI3028 State and Economy in
Independent Ireland 1922-2010 (Sem 1)
Dr Andy Bielenberg
This
module
traces
economic
transformation and its social impact from
Independence down to the present day,
focusing on how the state has attempted to
influence economic development. The
module follows the shift in Ireland's
international trading relationship from the
inter-war years when trade with Britain
predominated, through the growing
influences of Europe and the USA since
the Second World War, through late
industrialisation from the 1960s, the impact
of the EEC entry and greater integration
into the EU, until the economic crash of
2007.
(Examined by 1½ hr exam in Winter 2022:
80 marks; 1 x 1,500-word essay: 20 marks;
to be submitted on a date prescribed by
the School.)
HI3044 International Relations (Sem 1)
Dr Mervyn O'Driscoll & Staff
This module surveys the international
scene from the breakdown of the wartime
alliance and the origins of the Cold War up
to the present. Particular attention is paid
to select examples of US intervention in
the 'Third World'. Case studies include the

development of the United Nations,
decolonization and the ideology of US
foreign policy.
(Examined by 1 x 2,000 word document
analysis: 40 marks; 1 x 3,000 word essay:
60 marks; both to be submitted on dates
prescribed by the School.)
HI3045 The Politics of Church and State
(Sem 1)
Dr Andrew McCarthy
This course examines selected themes in
the history of church-state relations and
focuses on the role of the churches in the
political, social, educational and cultural
life of the country. The lectures will also
examine the question of tolerance in Irish
society with particular reference to case
studies.
(Examined by 1 x 3,000 word essay to be
submitted on a date prescribed by the
School: 60 marks; 48-Hour take-homeexam (THE): 40 marks; to be submitted on
a date prescribed by the School.)
HI3116 Culture and Ideology in
Nineteenth-Century Europe (Sem 1)
Dr Detmar Klein
This course focuses on (primarily but not
exclusively) French and German history in
the 'long nineteenth century' (17891914/18), investigating the content of
major ideologies and of political and
cultural ideas and movements and looking
at select case studies which explore
political and cultural ideas and their impact
on politics.
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(Examined by 1 x 1,500 word essay, 30
marks; 1 x 3,000 word essay, 70 marks,
both to be submitted on dates prescribed
by the School.)
HI3120 The United States and the
Vietnam Wars 1945-1975 (Sem 1)
Dr David Fitzgerald
This module will investigate the origins,
evolution and conclusion of the US
involvement in the Vietnam Wars, 1945 to
1975. It will examine US co-operation with
French occupation, the division of Vietnam
in 1954, the growing commitment to South
Vietnam. It will analyse US relations with a
host of regional and international
protagonists. It will analyse US policy, the
impact of war in Vietnam, the US and
international arena. Finally, it will examine
the phased process of Vietnamization and
withdrawal.
(Examined by 1 x 3,000 word essay to be
submitted on a date prescribed by the
School: 60 marks; Weekly reading
responses - best six are marked: 25
marks; 1500-word annotated bibliography:
15 marks.)
HI3122 Ritual and Space in the Late
Middle Ages (Sem 1)
Dr Malgorzata Krasnodebska - D'Aughton
The module looks at western late medieval
material culture as a source in the study of
history. By analysing artefacts (paintings,
sculptures, books) and architecture, the
module examines objects in the context of
devotional practices of the period. Topics

covered include public and private
devotion, liminal and transitional spaces,
death and commemoration, gender and
sanctity, mendicant ideologies, symbolism
and iconography.
(Examined by 1 x 1,500 word essay: 20
marks; 1 x 4,000 word essay: 80 marks;
both essays to be submitted on dates
prescribed by the School.)
HI3127
Religion and Magic
in
Reformation Europe: Witches, Demons,
Jews and Heretics (Sem 1)
Dr Jason Harris
Despite the prominence of secular thought
in the Renaissance, early-modern Europe
was repeatedly swept by rumours and
conspiracies about the end of the world.
These fuelled increasingly intense and
wide-spread efforts to hunt down witches
and heretics or to persecute the Jews, who
were believed to be bound by a demonic
pact to pervert the Church. The advent of
the Reformation served only to magnify the
sense that Christendom was under siege
and that Armageddon was near. This
course examines the increased frequency
of exorcisms, witch trials, pogroms and
persecutions - and the attempts of church
leaders to regulate them - in order to
explain the fanaticism of early-modern
Europe, its battle with 'superstition', and
the gradual backlash of scepticism,
materialism, and intolerance of religious
'enthusiasm' that slowly unfolded into the
Enlightenment.
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(Examined by 1 x 3,000 word essay: 70
marks; 1 x 2,000 word essay: 30 marks
(both to be submitted on dates prescribed
by the School)
HI3135 The Female Body and British
Culture 1800-1918 (Sem 1)
Dr Maeve O’Riordan
'The Female Body and British Culture,
1800 – 1918' will provide third year
students with an opportunity to engage
with nineteenth century British history from
a new perspective. The female body was
discussed, controlled, and admired
throughout the long nineteenth century in
Britain. Topics will include: fashion,
childbirth,
feminism,
social
class,
nationalism, war, prostitution, morality and
orientalism.
(Examined by 1 x 3,000-word essay, 50
marks; 1 x group project to produce an
exhibition (comprised of group project and
individual reflection), 50 marks; both to be
submitted on a date prescribed by the
School)
Semester Two:
January 2023

Spring

Options

–

HI2046 Policing and Popular Justice in
Ireland, 1803-1960 (Sem 2)
Dr John Borgonovo
This course investigates community
policing by state and non-state forces in
both pre and post-independence Ireland.
Government policing is compared with
different forms of 'people's justice' visible
during the same period. These include

agrarianism, vigilantism, boycotts and
other violent and non-violent expressions.
(Examined by 1 x 1,500 word essay: 30
marks; 1 x 3,000 word essay: 70 marks;
both essays to be submitted on dates
prescribed by the School )
HI3043 Politics, Society and the Irish
Novel: from union to independence
(Sem 2)
Mr Rory O’Dwyer
Major Irish writers from union to
independence. This module examines
novels as historical sources, as well as the
social, political and cultural contexts in
which they were written. It explores the
influences on and objectives of novelists,
taking into account intended audiences
and readers' reactions. Themes covered
include identity, nationality, conquest,
colonisation and dispossession, and
history and memory.
(Examined by 1½ hr exam in Summer
2023: 80 marks; 1 x 1,500-word essay to
be submitted on a date prescribed by the
School: 20 marks)
HI3052 From Pagans to Christians (Sem
2)
Dr Damian Bracken
The emergence of Christianity as the
religion of early medieval Europe is one of
the most significant events in Western
civilisation. This module examines
reasons put forward for its success,
contemporary attitudes to its development
and attempts to bridge the gap between
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the pagan and the Christian. The module
will examine how Christianity, moving from
its
base
in
the
Mediterranean,
encountered and won over other societies.
(Examined by 1½ hr exam in Summer
2023: 80 marks; 1 x 1,500-word essay to
be submitted on a date prescribed by the
School: 20 marks)
HI3082 Armadas: The Anglo-Spanish
Conflict 1585-1604 (Sem 2)
Dr Hiram Morgan
Using a mix of primary and secondary
sources this module examines the causes,
course and conclusion of the wars
between Elizabeth I and Philip of Spain.
The Spanish campaign in the Netherlands
and English interference in the Indies will
be considered as the main causes of
conflict. The Armada of 1588 is regarded
in popular myth as the end of the Spanish
threat against England but in fact the war
continued with not only further armadas
and counter-armadas but also proxy wars
in the Low Countries, France and Ireland.
After the Battle of Kinsale in the winter
1601-2 came the difficult job of making
peace.
(Examined by 1½ hr exam in Summer
2023: 80 marks; 1,500-word primary
source analysis to be submitted on a date
prescribed by the School: 20 marks)
HI3095 European Imperialism, 14501750 (Sem 2)
Dr David Edwards

The central theme of world history
between 1450 and 1750 is European
colonisation of non-European territories.
The module will analyse the importance of
individual pioneers of empire in the
Atlantic, Pacific and Indian oceans
(Columbus, Cortes, Drake, etc.) and
attempt to measure the impact of the
colonies on both colonisers and colonised.
Major themes will include the international
slave trade, the demographic collapse of
the native societies in the Americas and
the emergence of separate colonial
identities.
(Examined by 1½ hr exam in Summer
2023: 80 marks; 1 x 1,500-word essay to
be submitted on a date prescribed by the
School: 20 marks)
HI3125
Nuclear
Proliferation (Sem 2)
Dr Mervyn O’Driscoll

Politics

and

The concept of the 'First' and 'Second'
nuclear ages are introduced in addition to
questions about proliferation's impact on
world security, crisis decision making, the
bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki,
deterrence, arms control, civil-military
nuclear links, the non-proliferation regime,
nuclear safeguards, and 'new' nuclear
threats (smuggling and terrorism). Recent
and contemporary case studies such as
Iraq, Iran and North Korea will be
considered.
(Examined by 1½ hr exam in Summer
2023: 80 marks; 1 x 1,500-word essay to
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be submitted on a date prescribed by the
School: 20 marks)
HI3128 Censorship in
Century Ireland (Sem 2)
Dr Donal O Drisceoil

Twentieth-

This course examines key themes and
events in the history of twentieth-century
Irish
censorship,
from
1900
to
independence and partition, and in the two
Irish states after 1922. It covers the two
main strands of censorship - cultural/moral
and political/security - as they have related
to literature and periodicals; film and
theatre; and newspapers, radio and
television. It will end with an examination
of current issues, with a particular focus on
the challenges posed by the internet and
information technologies.
(Examined by 1 x 1,500 word essay, 20
marks; 1 x 4,000 word essay, 80 marks,
both essays to be submitted on a date
prescribed by the School)
HI3129 US Military Intervention and
Memory after the Vietnam War (19752017) (Sem 2)
Prof David Ryan
The Vietnam War had a profound impact
on US society, culture and foreign policy.
The course will examine the impact of the
Vietnam War on US intervention in
regional conflicts since 1968, including the
US interventions in Iraq and Afghanistan.
The formation and impact of US collective
memory on US policy makers had a
profound influence on the choice of

strategies and tactics pursued by the
presidents from Ford to Obama, yet US
leadership and credibility also remained
central to their considerations.
(Examined by 1 x 3,000 word essay: 60
marks; 1 x 2,000 word document analysis:
40 marks; both to be submitted on dates
prescribed by the School: )
HI3136 Ireland and the Imperial World in
the Nineteenth Century (Sem 2)
Dr Jay Roszman
Many historians have noted the ways that
Ireland inhabited a complicated space
within the British Empire – as a nation
'conquered' by Britain that also had access
to imperial power structures at the Imperial
Parliament, and participated in Imperial
endeavours. This module examines how
British imperialism influenced Ireland, the
ways Irish historical actors promoted
imperialism, and the ways they resisted
imperialism in Ireland and the wider British
Empire across the nineteenth century.
Further, it traces how historical actors and
historians have thought about Ireland
within broader imperial frameworks.
(Examined by 4 x 500-word reading
responses: 40 marks; 1 x 2,500-word
essay to be submitted on a date prescribed
by the School: 50 marks; weekly
attendance & participation: 10 marks)
ES4027 Capitalism, Communism and
the Cold War: East and West Germany,
1945-1990 (Sem 2)
Dr Detmar Klein & Dr Jerome aan de Wiel
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The module examines the formation and
development of the two German states
between 1945 and 1990, with a particular
focus on their ideological characteristics.
Relations between state and citizen, with
their components of state supervision,
conformism, protest and counter-culture,
will be studied. A major element of the
module is the genesis of intra-German
relations and the lead-up to the Fall of the
Berlin Wall. Secret police (Stasi) activities
are analysed in detail, with the use of
original documents.
(Examined by 1½ hr exam in Summer
2023: 70 marks; 1 x 1,500 word
critique/analysis of primary sources to be
submitted on a date prescribed by the
School: 30 marks)
ES4029 The EU Periphery: Minority
Issues, Nationalism and Identity
Politics (Sem 2)
Dr Jérôme aan de Wiel
The module explores fundamental issues
concerning Minority Issues, Nationalism
and Identity Politics in the EU periphery.
Case Studies familiarise students with
relevant
contemporary
challenges.
Participants undertake directed reading of
primary and secondary documentation.
They develop the ability to critically sift
through and analyse contemporary
debates affecting the EU periphery.
(Examined by 1½ hr exam in Summer
2023: 70 marks; 1 x 1,500-word essay to
be submitted on a date prescribed by the
School: 30 marks)
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HI3302: Special Research Project
All Third-year Single-honours and 40-credit
Major students must complete a 5,000-word,
supervised Project worth 5 credits. You may
choose your supervisor, subject to suitability,
availability and a maximum number of projects
per supervisor. You must select your topic in
consultation with your supervisor. There has to
be written approval of the title before the
project can be marked.
Dr Andrew McCarthy (a.mccarthy@ucc.ie) will
coordinate arrangements for HI2104 via
Canvas and email. He will pre-record a
Panopto video for Canvas explaining the
Special Research Project and how to progress
it. That will be in the Canvas Module from early
September. From 1 to 2 pm on Wednesday,
28th September 2022, C_Elect_L1 there will
be an advisory session with Questions and
Answers. It will cover much of the same
ground as the introductory video, with
opportunity for students to raise questions.
One-to-One MS Teams Meetings can be
facilitated by arrangement for students who
cannot attend Campus.
Your project title, duly approved by your
supervisor, must be registered online with the
Senior Executive Assistant, 5 Perrott Avenue,
College Road, before 3.00 pm, Friday, 14
October 2022.
You will submit a draft of the project to your
supervisor (via email and Canvas/Turnitin) by
3.00 pm, Friday, 27th January 2023, and
arrange to meet for formal feedback.
Your completed project will be submitted in
typescript to Canvas before 3.00 pm, Friday,
10th March 2023.

Visiting Students
Visiting students attending the School of
History or European Studies may contact
Katherine McGarry (k.mcgarry@ucc.ie)
with any related queries or concerns.
Choice of Modules
Visiting students who wish to select a case
study and/or seminar are required to
register for the module(s) between 10am3pm on Thursday 15 September 2022 at
No. 5 Perrot Avenue, College Road.
Visiting students and their choices are
subject to all the usual conditions
regulating the modules which they attend
(see the relevant sections of this
Handbook).

HI1115 Introduction to Modern Irish
History for Visiting Students
Semester 1 & Semester 2 (Dr Andrew
McCarthy).
The history of modern Ireland, with a
particular focus on the Great Famine
(1845-52); politics and culture in postFamine Ireland, 1870s-1910s; war and
revolution in Ireland, 1914-22; civil war,
1922-23; aspects of modern Ireland since
independence; Northern Ireland Troubles,
1969-94; food, society and identity in
nineteenth- and twentieth-century Ireland.
(Examined by 1,500 word assignment: 50
marks; take home exam: 50 marks)
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Academic
Misconduct &
Plagiarism
The School of History treats Plagiarism as
a grave offence, and it will penalise it
accordingly.

Office, and the judgement of Plagiarism
may be recorded on your record.
Therefore, it is in your interests to
familiarise yourself thoroughly with what
Plagiarism is. Consult with the relevant
policies and discuss the matter with your
lecturers and tutors in advance of
submissions to avoid problems.
The School has a Plagiarism Officer, Dr
Jay Roszman, whose role is to implement
the policy.
Key Policy Documents
Plagiarism Policy of the School of History:
https://www.ucc.ie/en/media/academic/his
tory/PlagiarismPolicyoftheSchoolofHistory
-May2022.pdf

UCC Policy states:
Plagiarism is the presentation of someone
else’s work as your own without appropriate
attribution. Whether done deliberately or
inadvertently, it is unacceptable, since it is
an attempt to claim credit for work not done
by you and fails to give credit for the work of
others. Plagiarism applies not just to text, but
to graphics, tables, formulae, or any
representation of ideas in print, electronic or
any other media, in addition to computer
software and algorithms. Whether deliberate
or inadvertent, as in the case of
carelessness or poor academic discipline,
plagiarism undermines scholarship, is a form
of academic misconduct, and conflicts with
the ethos of the University. The University
takes any form of plagiarism very seriously; it
is subject to disciplinary procedures.

The School will investigate and apply
penalties and sanctions on all student work
suspected of Plagiarism. Serious cases of
Plagiarism will be reported to the Exams

UCC Plagiarism Policy:
https://www.ucc.ie/en/media/support/acad
emicsecretariat/policies/examinations/Pla
giarismPolicy2021v4.pdf
UCC Breach of Examination Regulations
and Procedures:
https://www.ucc.ie/en/academicgov/polici
es/exam-policies/
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Repeat Students

Information on
UCC's response to
COVID-19
We remain vigilant and aware of COVID19 as it is still with us. Please take steps
in line with UCC and national guidance to
prevent its spread. In general, wearing
masks, washing/sanitising hands,
respiratory hygiene, and adequate
ventilation reduce the risk for everyone.
Protect yourselves and others from
COVID-19.
For further information on UCC’s
response to Covid-19 see:
https://www.ucc.ie/en/emt/covid19/
Follow these links for the latest information
on how Ireland is responding to cases of
COVID-19 (Coronavirus):
https://www.gov.ie/en/campaigns/c36c85covid-19coronavirus/?referrer=http://www.gov.ie/c
ovid19/

Students are advised to consult the
College Calendar and the Book of Modules
for details of specific regulations relating to
repeating examinations and/or modules.
Students are advised that the provision of
any non-compulsory module in a particular
session
cannot
be
guaranteed.
Examinations will not be set in modules
that are not on offer in the year.
All work for the deadlines listed must be
submitted online to Canvas where they will
be checked by Turnitin.
All other students who are required to
submit module work or assessments as
part of the requirements for repeating
modules in the autumn must submit such
work by a deadline to be prescribed by the
School.
Third-Year students who fail or do not
submit the option assessment must submit
an assessment essay on a title assigned
by the relevant lecturer by a deadline to be
prescribed by the School.
Students who fail their dissertation must
submit a revised version by a deadline to
be prescribed by the School.
Students
permitted
to
defer
the
submission of a dissertation on medical
grounds must submit the deferred
dissertation by a deadline to be specified
by the School. This deadline may be
modified only on production of a further
medical certificate. Students may submit
work or sit examinations only in options for
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which they are registered with the School
of History.

Students with Special Needs
The School of History’s liaison person with
the Disability Support Office is Dr Detmar
Klein.
Students who are not registered with
Disability Support are also welcome to
contact him by attending in Dr Klein’s
regular office hours or by contacting him by
e-mail at d.klein@ucc.ie.

Postgraduate
Studies
UCC is a very active centre of graduate
research in History. The School of History
offers programmes and modules of study
leading to MA, MPhil and PhD degrees.
Nearly
three
hundred
and
fifty
MA/MPhil/PhD
theses
have
been
successfully completed by History students
in the past decade.
Further information, application procedures
and regulations are available on the School
of
History’s
website:
https://www.ucc.ie/en/history/graduatestudi
es/
Applicants should also read the College
Calendar issued for their year of application.
Many
books
have
resulted
from
postgraduate research in the School,
including: John O’Donovan, An Introduction
to The Irish Civil War (Cork, 2022), Michael
Hanna, Denis Brenan Bullen (1802-66)
Inspector of Anatomy for the Province of
Munster: The controversial career of a Cork
surgeon (Dublin, 2021), Con Kelleher,
Macroom: Sport and Community (Cork,
2021), Alan McCarthy, Newspapers and
journalism in Cork, 1910-23 : press, politics
and revolution (Dublin, 2020), Liam
Cullinane, Working in Cork: Everyday life in
Irish Steel, Sunbeam Wolsey and the Ford
Marina Plant, 1917-2001 (Cork, 2020),
Geraldine Powell, A Want of Inhabitants:
The Famine in Bantry Union (Dublin, 2020),
Michael Dwyer, Strangling Angel: Diphtheria
and Childhood Immunization in Ireland
(Liverpool,
2018).
David
Heffernan,
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Debating Tudor Policy in Sixteenth Century
Ireland (Manchester UP, 2018); William
Casey, ‘The Cradle of Fenianism’:
Skibbereen and the Early Fenian Movement,
1850-67 (Cork 2018), Michael Cullinane,
Theodore Roosevelt's Ghost: The History
and Memory of an American Icon (Baton
Rouge, 2017); D. Whelan, David Toms,
Soccer in Munster: A Social History, 18771937 (Cork, 2015); Sally-Ann Treharne,
Reagan
and
Thatcher’s
Special
Relationship: Latin America and AngloAmerican Relations (Edinburgh, 2015). John
Borgonovo, The Dynamics of War and
Revolution: Cork City, 1916-1918 (Cork,
2013); Sarah-Anne Buckley, The Cruelty
Man: Child Welfare, the NSPCC and the
State in Ireland (Manchester 2013); David
Fitzgerald, Learning to Forget: US Counterinsurgency Doctrine (Stanford 2013); Donal
Corcoran, Freedom to achieve freedom, the
Irish Free State, 1922–1932 (Dublin, 2013);
James Ryan, Lenin’s Terror (London 2012);
A. O’Callaghan, A History of Patrick Street
(Cork, 2010); P Poland, A History of the Cork
Fire Services (Dublin, 2010); K. McCarthy,
Gold, silver and green: the Irish Olympic
journey, 1896-1924 (Cork, 2010); M. Martin,
Freedom to choose: Cork and party politics
in Ireland, 1918-1932 (Cork, 2009); Maurice
Walsh, G2. In Defence of Ireland: Irish
military intelligence 1918–1945 (Cork,
2010); Michael Martin, Breaking Ranks: the
shaping of civil-military relations in Ireland
(Dublin, 2010); Conor Cruise O’Brien:
Violent Notions (Dublin, 2009); P.
MacCotter, Medieval Ireland: territorial,
political and economic divisions (Dublin,
2008); A. Nolan, Joseph Walshe: Irish
foreign policy 1922-1946 (Cork, 2008); I.
Kenneally, The paper wall: newspaper

propaganda in Ireland 1919-1921 (Cork,
2008); C. McCarthy, Cumann na mBan and
the Irish revolution (Cork 2007), Miriam
Nyhan, Are you still below? A History of the
Ford Marina Plant, Cork, 1917-1984 (Cork,
2007

Dr Diarmuid Whelan

The Diarmuid Whelan Memorial Lecture
Diarmuid Whelan, who died of cancer at the
age of 37 in 2010, was Lecturer in International
Politics at UCC. A graduate of UCC,
Diarmuid’s publications included Founded on
Fear (2006) – the memoir of Peter Tyrrell, a
victim of the industrial schools’ system - and
an acclaimed intellectual biography, Conor
Cruise O’Brien: Violent Notions (2009).
Since 2010 the School of History has hosted
an annual Diarmuid Whelan Memorial Lecture,
devoted, in particular, to intellectual history.
The Diarmuid Whelan/Peter Tyrrell Memorial
PhD Scholarship is an annual award to an
advanced PhD student at UCC in the field of
Modern History, Politics or International
Relations.
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The Historians and their Research Interests
Jérôme aan de Wiel, MA, HDip, PhD
(Normandy). Research interests:
Twentieth-century Irish and European
history (home rule crisis, First World War,
Second World War, post-war relief and
history of civilians, European integration,
Cold War, East Germany, more
specifically political, Church, diplomatic,
war, espionage and relief history.
Andy Bielenberg, MLitt (TCD), PhD
(London School of Economics), Junior
Fellow (QUB); Committee Member of the
Irish Economic and Social History
Society. Research interests: 19th and
20th century Irish social and economic
history; and war and revolution in Co
Cork, 1914-1923.
Bozena Cierlik, PhD (NUI). Research
interests: Polish history, East Central
European history, Polish and East Central
European nationalism, Balkan history
from WWI, methodology of history;
Human Computer Interface (HCI),
Usability.
John Borgonovo, PhD (NUI). Research
interests: Twentieth Century Irish History,
Ireland and the 1st World War, the Irish
Revolution, 1916-1923.
Damian Bracken, PhD (NUI). Research
interests: early medieval Irish culture and
its contacts with the continent; Hiberno–
Latin literature and its relationship with
the vernaculars, especially early Irish law;

the story of the Fall; computer
applications for the humanities.
Malgorzata Krasnodebska-D’Aughton,
PhD (NUI). Research interests: Cultural
and religious history of the Middle Ages,
art and scriptural exegesis, illuminated
manuscripts, in particular Insular
manuscripts and manuscripts in Polish
libraries, material culture of the Irish
mendicant orders.
Gabriel Doherty, MA (NUI). Research
interests: Irish educational system; history
of crime in Ireland; concepts of Irish
identity.
Finola Doyle O’Neill, BCL (Law) Degree,
PhD (NUI), MA, HDip Ed. Research
interests: Irish media history, cultural
identity and Irish broadcasting history,
Irish identity and Anglo-American
hegemony, German media history,
cinematic representations of Ireland, legal
History.
Lindsey Earner-Byrne, SALI Prof in Irish
Gender History, PhD (NUI). Research
interests: Irish twentieth century social
and cultural history, in particular the
history of class, gender, welfare and
medicine. Also interested in working with
students on nineteenth-century Irish
social history including suffragism and
sexual morality.
David Edwards, B A Mod., PhD (TCD).
Research interests: Power, politics and
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society in Ireland, 1350-1650; religion and
sectarianism in the Age of Reformations;
migration in Irish and British history
c.1450-1650.
David Fitzgerald, BA, MA, PhD (NUI).
Lecturer in International Politics.
Research interests: US foreign and
military policy, including
counterinsurgency doctrine, and the
relationship between the US military and
American society and culture.
Jason Harris, BA, PhD (TCD). Research
interests: Early-modern European religion
and science; the history of political
thought; 16th century Belgium, the
Netherlands and north-west Germany;
Irish Renaissance Latin; civic humanism
and friendship networks; humanist
geography and antiquarianism.
Detmar Klein, BA, PhD (University of
London). Research interests: 19th and
20th century French and German History;
German nationalism; nationalism and
regionalism; humour and national identity;
Alsace; Franco-German relations;
German legal history; history of ideas;
Jewish history; racism and anti-Semitism.
Andrew McCarthy, MA, PhD (NUI),
educated University College Cork,
University of Sussex. At various times,
worked in financial services for NatWest
Stockbrokers and JP Morgan (London);
and technical support manager for the US
Consumer account for IBM Corp; HEA
researcher (UCC); formerly on Committee
of Section of History of Medicine of RAMI.
Research interests: 20th century Irish

financial and administrative history;
postwar Irish public health, economic
modernisation of Ireland in the 1960s.
Katherine McGarry, BA, MA
[corresponding to MPhil] (NUI), British
Chevening Scholarship, Research Fellow
in Political & Social Sciences, EUI
(Florence). Research interests:
comparative European politics,
Mediterranean politics, party systems, the
European Union, the processes of
Europeanisation and European
integration since 1945.
Hiram Morgan, MA (Cambridge) PhD
(Cam- bridge); research posts from British
Academy, QUB, St Andrews, University of
Ulster and Folger Institute. Founder of
History Ireland. Research interest: Early
modern Ireland and Europe; state
formation; cultural politics; imperialism
and historiography.
Rory O’Dwyer, BA, MA (NUI). Research
interests: Nineteenth and twentieth
century Irish history; the Irish diaspora
worldwide - the Irish emigrant experience;
the politics of commemoration in modern
Ireland; nationalism and cultural identity in
Ireland.
Donal Ó Drisceoil, PhD (NUI). Research
interests: 19th and 20th century Irish
history.
Mervyn O’Driscoll, BA, MA (NUI), PhD
(Cambridge). Research interests: nuclear
politics and diplomacy; Irish foreign and
security policy since 1916; 20th century
Ireland; international history &
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International Relations; post-1945 Britain
and France; European integration history.
Maeve O’Riordan, PhD (NUI),
Postdoctoral Fellow at the Centre for the
Study of Historic Irish Houses and
Estates at Maynooth University, and
held roles in Women's Studies, UCC, the
Irish Research Council and the Higher
Education Authority. Research interests:
Nineteenth- and twentieth-century Irish
and British women's history as well as in
country house studies.
Jay Roszman, BA (Gettysburg College),
MA (Queen's University Belfast), MA and
PhD (Carnegie Mellon University).
Research interests: 19th Century Irish
and British History, history of the British
Empire, Land Issues, Popular Violence,
British State Policy, and Historiography.
David Ryan, BA (Toronto), PhD (NUI).
Research interests: The history of US
foreign policy, Central America especially
Nicaragua and El Salvador, interAmerican relations, the United States and
the Middle East, US intervention in
regional conflict, Vietnam and US
collective memory.
Diarmuid Scully, MA, PhD (NUI).
Research interests: Bede, Gerald of
Wales, and medieval constructions of
Irish and English identities, their classical
and patristic models and early modern
impacts. The Hereford world-map,
medieval geographical thought and its
Judaeo-Christian and classical
inheritance.

Sarah Thelen, BA (Bowling Green), MA,
PhD (American University). Research
interests: American history, US foreign
policy, domestic public opinion and war,
particularly the intersections of patriotism,
nationalism and popular protest.
John Ware, MA (NUI) is a part-time
lecturer in the School of History and in
Adult Continuing Education. Research
interests: Aspects of military history, both
medieval and modern.
Michael Whelan, BA, MA, PhD (UCC),
ACMA is a part-time lecturer. Research
interests: Anglo-Irish relations; Northern
Ireland and EEC Post 1949 China; the
development of the atom bomb, nuclear
proliferatio.
Oisín Wall, PhD (KCL). Research
interests: contemporary Irish history,
marginalised communities, the history of
drug use, prisoner activism and prison
history, history of medicine in Ireland and
Britain, mid-twentieth century British
history, the history of the counter-culture,
and the history of psychiatry.
Jesse Harrington, PhD (Cambridge).
Government of Ireland Postdoctoral
Fellow. Research interests: high medieval
Britain, France, Ireland, and Italy; cultural
and religious history; classical rhetoric;
medieval curses; war and religion; the
Normans.
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Academic Staff Contact Information
Dr Jérome aan de Wiel
Dr Andy Bielenberg
Dr John Borgonovo
Dr Damian Bracken
Dr Bozena Cierlik
Dr Eugene Costello
Dr Malgorzata
Krasnodebska-D’Aughton
Mr Gabriel Doherty
Dr Finola Doyle O’Neill
Dr Lindsey Earner-Byrne
Dr David Edwards
Dr David Fitzgerald
Dr Jesse Harrington
Dr Jason Harris
Dr Detmar Klein
Dr Luisine Margaryan
Dr Andrew McCarthy
Ms Katherine McGarry
Dr Hiram Morgan
Dr Donal Ó Drisceoil
Dr Mervyn O’Driscoll
Mr Rory O’Dwyer
Dr Maeve O’Riordan
Dr Jay Roszman
Prof David Ryan
Dr Diarmuid Scully
Dr Sarah Thelen
Dr Oisín Wall
Mr John Ware
Dr Michael Whelan
Prof Chris Williams

Silverdale
4 Perrott Ave
2 Perrott Ave
2 Carrigside
Silverdale

+353-21-490-3730
+353-21-490-2590
+353-21-490-1878
+353-21-490-2950
+353-21-490-3437

j.aandewiel@ucc.ie
a.bielenberg@ucc.ie
j.borgonovo@ucc.ie
d.bracken@ucc.ie
b.cierlik@ucc.ie

To be confirmed

To be confirmed

To be confirmed

2 Perrott Ave

+353-21-490-3353

m.daugthon@ucc.ie

4 Perrott Ave
Silverdale
Tyrconnell
Silverdale
5 Perrott Ave

+353-21-490-2783
+353-21-490-3476
+353-21-490-2605
+353-21-490-2936
+353-21-490-3755

To be confirmed

To be confirmed

1 Elderwood
Silverdale

+353-21-490-3585
+353-21-490-2681

To be confirmed

To be confirmed

4 Perrott Ave
Silverdale
2 Carrigside
2 Perrott Ave
Tyrconnell
5 Perrott Ave
Tyrconnell
Tyrconnell
Tyrconnell
Silverdale

+353-21-490-3584
+353-21-490-2446
+353-21-490-3049
+353-21-490-3048
+353-21-490-3477
+353-21-490-3482
+353-21-490-3941
+353-21-490-2426
+353-21-490-2183
+353-21-490-3781

2 Carrigside
4 Perrott Ave
4 Perrott Ave
O’Rahilly Bldg

+353-21-490-2558
+353-21-490-2693
+343-21-490-2693
+ 353-21-490-2737

g.doherty@ucc.ie
f.doyle-oneill@ucc.ie
lindsey.earner@ucc.ie
d.edwards@ucc.ie
d.fitzgerald@ucc.ie
JesseHarrington@ucc.ie
j.harris@ucc.ie
d.klein@ucc.ie
lmargaryan@ucc.ie
a.mccarthy@ucc.ie
k.mcgarry@ucc.ie
h.morgan@ucc.ie
d.odriscoll@ucc.ie
mervyn.odriscoll@ucc.ie
r.odwyer@ucc.ie
maeve.oriordan@ucc.ie
jay.roszman@ucc.ie
David.ryan@ucc.ie
d.scully@ucciie
s.thelen@ucc.ie
oisinwall@ucc.ie
John.ware@ucc.ie
michael.whelan@ucc.ie
chris.williams@ucc.ie
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Administrative Staff
Ms Colette Pettit
History - Undergraduate
5, Perrott Avenue, Cork
Tel Number: +353-21-4902551
E-Mail: c.pettit@ucc.ie
Tyrconnell Office
History - Postgraduate
Tyrconnell, Perrott Avenue, Cork,
Tel Number: +353-21-4902755
E-Mail: history@ucc.ie
Ms Maeve Barry
History of Art
5, Perrott Avenue, Cork
Tel Number: +353-21-4902124
E-Mail: maeve.barry@ucc.ie
Ms Sheila Cunneen (pm)
European Studies
Tyrconnell, Perrott Avenue, Cork
Tel Number: +353-21-4902718
E-Mail: s.cunneen@ucc.ie

Social Media
Follow the School of History Twitter feed
@UCCHistory for History related news,
debate, and resources gleaned from a
global network of #Twitterstorians
Keep up with the latest School of History
news by liking us on Facebook at
https://www.facebook.com/history.ucc/
Disclaimer
This brochure is intended as the student’s guide
to modules and postgraduate programmes on
offer in the School of History for the academic
year 2022-2023. It is valid for that session only.
The School of History is in the process of
change and at the time of going to press some
details remain to be finalised. Additional
modules may be offered to supplement those
listed in this brochure, while others may not be
available Every effort has been made to ensure
the contents of this brochure are accurate but
no responsibility can be taken by the School for
errors or omissions. Public health guidelines
will dictate teaching delivery modes.
Regulations and requirements for modules
may vary. It is the responsibility of the
student to inform him/herself of the
particular requirements of each module for
which (s)he is registered. This brochure is
not an offer to supply modules or programmes
of study nor is it in any way to be construed as
imposing a legal obligation on the School of
History or UCC. No guarantee is given that
modules, syllabuses or regulations may not be
altered, cancelled or otherwise amended at
any time. This brochure confers no rights on
any student registered for the session 20222023. If you have any questions about the
contents of the brochure, please contact one of
the Administrative Staff of the School of
History, telephone 021 4902551, 021 4902124
or 021 4902755

